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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Measurement ot human ability involves the consideration or speed among 
other quantifiable characteristics of behavior. Investigation or style ot 
expression and gesture. tor instance, has emphasized the role pl~ed by 
temporal factors in determining consistency or expression. 
Many experimental studies bave shown that when a number ot persons are 
~ompared as to the speed at which they perform the same motor or psychomotor 
task, each one if unconstrained moves at his ovn characteristic rate or 
personal tempo. Fur1iher110re, it has been tound that this personal tempo 
remains fairly constant when the task is prolonged over considerable time or 
repeated f'requentl.y. Thus. personal tempo has been defined e.a that constant 
~em.poral pattern vhich an individual adopts when performing a particular group 
~t related activities at a natural rate of speed (Rimoldi, 1951). 
A review of tbe literature and work that hu been done in this domain of 
personal tempo suggests that: l) &a stated a.'bove, operationally defined units 
pt behavior show a. remarkable temporal. constancy; 2) a. plural.istic rather than 
l monistic interpretation or tempo is indicated; and 3) tempos in different 
LCtivitiee are not totally unrelated. 
The relationship ot speed to psychological actiTitiea, particularly 
intelligence'' or complex mental abilities has been discusaed in a great 
l 
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number or studies and constitutes one ot the important old controversies in 
the literature. Aa is the case with motor and payohomotor activities, many 
authors contend that ability with respect to speed is at:general" individual 
trait characteristic ot mental behavior. The bulk ot the eYidence, however, 
has favored the interpretation or speed as a component independent of the 
intellective factors. The procedure generally used in studies dealing with 
this problem is to apply the same test under di:f'terent time allowances or to 
correlate such speed measures as rate ot work or reaction time to mental test 
socres. Measures of maximal opeed, as well as ot optimal or "most convenient" 
speed, have been used without, in many instances, a clear-cut distinction 
between them. Any research on personal· tempo, however, should emphasize a 
natural rate ot work. 
Accordingly, the purpose ot the present study is to explore the temporal 
characteristics or the cognitive process, when the subject performs problem--
solving tasks at his most natural rate. It it were possible to operationally 
define units ot behavior in the cognitive process, we would be able to measure 
their temporal duration and determine whether there exists tor a given individ-
ual a teinporal rate characteristic ot those processes. The work ot Rimoldi and 
associates (1960, 1964~ 1961) provides a technique adequate tor this purpose. 
The technique emphasizes the evaluation and characterization of the dynamic 
process that takes place when a subject is solving a problem. The underlying 
aasumption is that the cognitive process can be identitied by studying the 
sequence of questions (tactic} that the subject uses to solve the problem. 
'l'he complexity of the logit.al relationships in the problem and the type or 
p 
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language used to present it define the cUtticulty o'f that problMt. Observed 
tactics ~ be classified aa ideal. good 9 or bad according to hOY cl.osel.y 
they approximate the logical structure or the problem. It is hypothesized that 
the rate at which & subject asks questions is constant tor a given problem. In 
other words, the main hypothesis is that operationally defined steps !fithin the 
problem-solving process occur at regular intervals or time • 
.Five problems were used in this study -- tour verbal problems e:t varied 
difficulty and one figure problem. Fu.rthe:rmore, six tempo tests representing 
three well-defined tempo factors were administered -- symmetrical movement and 
parallel movement ot arms , which characterize the large muscle movement factor; 
reading science and reading literature; tor the speed or perception or reading 
tactor; and draving lines and circles representing the speed ot drawing factor. 
These tempo tests were included in the battery to determine whether, and it so 
how, they are related to the mean apeed scores in the problems. 
Three aecond.a:ry hypotheses were formulated: 
(A) For any apecitic probl• there rlll be dif'terences in the time 
or speed scores ot subjects following the ideal tactic, a good 
tactic and a bad tactic. The "better" group will be taster. 
(B) The time elapsed trom the moment the subject is presented vi.th 
the problem until he asks the first question -- time to under-
stand the problem -- vill be related to the difficulty of the 
problem. 
( C) There vill be individual. consistency ot tlie speed scores through-
out the problems. 
jP 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In the literature related to rate ot performance a distinction is made 
between, 1) those studies which purport to link speed ot response to certain· 
iipersonalitytt types and viev speed as e. general personality trait; and 2) 
those other studies where speed is considered as a specific factor that depends 
on the ability tested. 
Concerning the relat&on ot speed to intelligence tvo opposing views are 
encountered: l) the notion that speed of :performance in a mental task is the 
same thing as mental ability of the subject, and 2) the existence of several 
independent traits characterizing mental tasks, among vhich is speed of the 
mental processes. 
Downey (1923), Kennedy (1930), Frische1sen-K6hler (1933), and Wu (1934), 
are among the authors who postulated a "general" speed factor. In Downey's 
Will-Temperament test (1923), speed ot reaction and movement are measured in 
samples of handwriting obtained under ditterent conditions~ depending upon the 
tom of administration ot the test, i.e., group torm or individual. form. Her 
contention is that bodily speed ot movement can be detected in speed ot hand-
writing and that it constitutes a general personality trait. Kennedy (1930) 
alae considered. speed as a personality trait. She proposed the term "irri-
tabllity11 to designate it. Irritability def'inea the characteristic or general 
4 
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rate ot work ot an individual which is different from speed in a given task 
and is not dependent upon intelligence. 
5 
rwu (1934) a.nd Frischeisen-·IQ:lhler ( 1933} among others • have used the term 
"personal tempo•!. Wu (1934) studies both personal tempo and speed in some rate 
tests. In the part of the experiment devoted to the study of personal tempo 
the subjects were tested: 9 subjects over a period of ten weeks, and 26 sub-
jects in a single sitting. The same six teats vere used tor the two groups: 
toot tapping, ti~er tapping, counting numerals, reading poetry~ observing 
octagons and vord writing. Test-retest reliability coefficients tor the six 
tests in the first group ot subjects were all positive with a median value ot 
.875 between tvo ot the sittings. These results, as well as those ot other 
authors, indicate that "natural" speed in various types ot performance is a 
highly stable individual. characteristic and that for each task a subject vorlta 
at his own personal tempo vhich is constant over considerable periods ot time. 
For both groups and with the exception ot the word-writing test 9 11the inter-
correlations between every two ot the eix tests were all positive vith a 
coef'tic1$nt as high as .880 between finger tapping and counting numerals. The 
results point out the fairly consistent relationship of personal tempo in the 
ditterent tests. Furthermore, personal tempos are more marked in some tests 
than in certain others." In the second part ot the eJDperiment, the speed study 
Wu administered the following 6 speed tests to the 26 subjects tested in & 
single sitting in the tempo study': toot tapping, finger tapping, word writing, 
number naming, packing blocks and triangle tapping. The tact the.t all inter-
p 
correlations were positiTe led the author to suggest the existence ot a 
11genere.l :phenomenon" in the various speed tasks, in spite ot the tact that 
6 
no theoretical general factor could be demonstrated. This indicates that the 
individual vbo is :tast in one task is more likely to be taat than slow in 
a.nether. In her study. Kennedy {1930) arrived at the same conclusion through 
the study ot the correlation matrix tor a dit!'erent set or rate teats. Fi-
nally, Wu compared the speed and tempo studies and tound correlations a.a high 
as .51 and .56 between the two tinger-tapping tests and the two word-writing 
tests respectively, while the intercorrelation between all the six tempo tests 
and e.ll the six speed tests was .19. Re concluded that "tor certain tasks 
which have more or less similar content, an individual's natural rate of work 
or 'personal tempo' is somewhat related to his :maximal speed." 
Frischeisen-Ktshler (1933&). one ot the best known exponents ot the 
concept ot npersonal tempo"., proposed the exiatence or a generalized factor 
on the basis ot the analysis ot the intercorrelational pattern among a 
restricted number ot tasks. She conducted experiments on ditterent tinger-
and toot-tapping tasks as well ae m.etronome experiments to assess the 
"hereditary" component or the personal tempo. She used Se of all ages and 
both sexes. In the metronome experiments the Ss were presented with Tarious 
speeds and vere asked to report whether each 'UellPO was too fast, or too slow. 
or precisely agreeable. She tound smaller intra-individual constancy in the 
tapping tests than in the metronome tasks and noticeable inter-individual 
differences. By studying the personal tempos ot pa.irs of parents and their 
children, 118 pairs or twins, siblings and unrelated persons. she concluded 
p 
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tb&t personal. tempo is definitely innate and hereditarily determined. Two 
other studies (l933b • l933c), on preferred metronome tempo and sensitivity to 
speed dif'terences, indicated that "personal speed ot males is somewhat slover 
than that of tem.ales 11 , and that the proportion or correct judgments among 
boys (83.8%) is somewhat higher than the proportion among girls {81.7%). 
Frischeisen-KlShler interpreted the latter result as "shoving that there is 
not an inability to determine speed differences, but only a lack of sensi-
tivity for very tine differences." A later study by P6tzl (1939) supported 
Frischeisen-K~hler's contention on the hereditary conditioning of individual 
tempo. P6tzl indicates that in Ss ''with demonstrated brain lesions, expe-
riences are perceived in the same w~ as with cinematographic rapid motion, 
corresponding to the phenomenon ot the microscopic analysis of time. The 
sensorial mechanism ot time perception is disturbed and the human ind1Tidual 
tempo appears to be tending toward a quicker rhythm.. 11 
Foley (l937a, l93Tb) challenged the conclusions of Frische1sen-K6hler 
and others on the grounds that they tailed to consider determining factors 
other than heredity. Re studied preferred metronome rate and speed ot 
preferential and maximal tapping in five vocat~onal groups ot young female 
students. The groups were comparable in terma of' "chronological, 'racial' 
or national, socio-economic, and general intellectual statua. 11 He toUDd 
statistically reliable ditterences in motor speed and preferred auditory 
tempo tor the various occupational groups. Thi•, together with the tact that 
there were no ditterenoes in tapping and :ietronome scores between racial or 
nationality groups within the whole eaaple, led him to conclude that "voca-
tional stimulation and institutionalized motor responses occurring at a 
"' 
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particular rate ot speed pl8¥ a major role in conditioning the speed ot motor 
response (optimal and maximal) and sensory (auditory) preference, as well as 
ot motor tempo and rhythm." 
As a result ot more exhaustive studies the monistic interpretation ot rate 
ot work gave vay to apeei:t'icit;y or pluralistic interpretation. Moreover, tests 
other than those involving purely motor activities were included tor aaseaaaent 
and a greater variety ot performances trom simple reaction time to fairly 
complex mental tasks were considered. 
Antipott (1927) and Wentscher (1931) arrived at somewhat aildlar con-
clusions. Antipott tound that maximal rate shows less variability than 
habitual or characteristic rate of activity in such tests aa tapping, speed of 
walking and writing, muscular strength and tactile diacrildnation. The study 
ot the coetticients ot variability and the comparison ot inter- and intra-
variation led the author to conclude that constancy ia not an individual 
characteristic or aptitude and that Ss vary much less among themselves in the 
total ot all tests than they vary among themselves :trom one test to another. 
Wentscher (1931) r&ised the question ot whether there is, tor a given iudi"tid":t·· 
ual., a constant 11personal work tempo" that :may be traced to eome tundaental 
tactor. Out ot 100 girls vho vere tested ou tour problems that required dit-
terent abilities, only 18% 11&1.nt&ined the same tempo tor all the tour tulta. 
The author concluded that the belief in a personal work tempo traceable to a 
tundamental unitary tactor was misleading. 
One ot the studies that detinitely favored a pluralistic or speciticity 
interpretation ot motor speeds is Allport and Vernon' a St~Mee in ~ressi":•. 
p 
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MoYement (1933). It represents a definite experimental attack upon the probla 
~----...... ---
ot intra-individual eoneiatency in expreaaive movement. The authors maintain 
that the expressive teatures ot the body are not independently aotivated, ao 
that there exiata a considerable conaiatency among these features. '!'here ia a 
constant and stable personal style that represents the moat coaplex and moat 
complete tom ot expreaeive behavior~ and it concerns all ot the activity and 
not merely special skil1a or single regions ot the body. 'l'hey studied ratings 
on speed and 14 ditterent measures ot speed. ot movement in 25 male Sa. Thq 
found no evidence tor a unitol'll • peychio tempo 1 or general apeed factor, but 
rather tor three broad taotors ot apeed, namely a Terb&l. tactor that included 
reading, writing. end counting, a drawing or manipulative factor, and a 
rhythmic factor. They &l.ao tound that "each speed measure ia itaelt reliable, 
indicating a high degree ot oon1tanoy in '•peoitic apeeda'"••• and that "ll&D1' 
ot the speed measure• correlate 110re highly with non-speed meaaurea than with 
each other." 
Among other• , studies by L&uer (1933) , Lanier (1934) • Rarriaon (l94l) • &lld 
later on by R1moldi (1951), Haley (1963) and Erdmann (1965), have further 
supported the plur&l.iatic interpretation ot motor speed and tape. In an 
investigation ot personal tempo and rhytlua. Lauer (1933) studied voluntary and 
1nvolunt&'f'7 response rates. He found little relationship 'betwen:1specif'ic 
reapoue rates and concluded that "UT tendenc:r tor bod.111' tempos to vary 
togfther, suggesting a apeed t&ator. would ••• to hold only for habitual 
response !! !! !:l-!·" Lanier (193 ... ) tound that ditterent typea ot speed 
variable• have little in COllllOn and that a relaticmahip between &DJ" two or 
, 
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more measurements ot speed depends upon similarity ot postural preparation and 
type of motor acti'f'ity involved. 
Aa Erdmann (1965) indicates, "at this point in the history ot the 
literature ot personal tmq>e>, the area could be characterised as one plagued 
by contusion. Operational definitions ot tempo varied, terminology differed 
trom stu47 to study and the controversy ot the monistic versus pluralistic 
explanation prevailed.'' Contuaion existed not only regarding the temporal 
parameters of sensory and psychomotor activities, but those of simple and 
complex mental tasks as well. .EYidence both tor and against a general tactor 
ot speed had been drawn trom intercorrelations ot about the 811M magnitude 
among speed measures. 
The experiments supporting a concept ot temporal 'character' type or 
personal tempo, allegedly representing a personality trait of general speed ot 
response, had been criticised on the grounds of: a} inadequate controls, 
b) lack ot clear definitions, and c) restricted variety ot acti'f'ities studied. 
Avare of these facts and on the be.sis ot previous findings (1946) ooncerning 
conatancy ot speed at the ergograph and ettect ot imposed rhythms on vork 
output, Rimoldi undertook a factorial. anal.ylie ot the domain. His 0 Personal 
T~mpo" atudy, published in 1951, ia one ot the most camprehensive and thorough 
researches reported in the literature, tiven the inclusion ot a variety ot 
teats covering tasks related to a wide range of psychobiol.ogical functions. 
R'inet7-one male Ss between 19 and 29 years of age were giTen a battery ot 59 
teats comprising speed of motor activities; reaction time measurements; complex 
proceHea such u recognition ot designs, judgments, etc.: intellectU&l pro-
JP 
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ceases such as tbose involved in Thurstone's PMA; expressive movements; pre-
ferred metronome rate; speed or walking; pulse rate, etc. Eight out ot the 
nine factors isolated were defined, including speed ot: large muscle movement 
small muscle movements , drawing vi th feet , drawing vi th hands, reaction time, 
perception, cognition, and metronome rate. A second-order factor analysis wu 
then performed which revealed four underlying dimensions. namely~ speed of 
perception, speed of' cognition, speed of all motor activities, and reaction 
tiae. 
Later factorial studies by Haley (1963) and Erdmann (1965) verified 
Rimoldi's results. Haley {1963) used 47 tempo and psychological variables 
. 
vi th attention f'ocuaed on subJecti ve time. . Erdmann (1965) investigated the 
changes that undergo tempo variables under the etf'ect of' various drugs. The 
verification of' tbe .all and tbe large mu9cle movement factors and tbe 
drawing factor in both studies vu relevant in the selection of the tests used 
in the present experiment. 
Many conflicting statements are enc~untered in psychological literature a• 
regards the role of' speed in the appraisal ot mental ability. As stated above, 
opposing views are that speed &nd intelligence are synonymous as characteristic 
ot a person's ability, and that speed is not related to intelligence. To some 
extent, the distinction between speed and power tests of' intelligence mirrors 
the two conceptions. and the definition or intelligence as that which the 
intelligence tests test is at the basis of the issue. 
f 
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Spearman (1927) is e. supporter ot the contention th&t speed ot perfor-
mance is an indication ot intelligence. h ia Tery' vell known, he PoStulated 
two factors in oognitin ability., namely, general intellective ability or 11g", 
and specific factors cbaracteriatic ot given ta.aka. To Masure oognitiw 
ability, he said, it i• nece••U'J to turn to the uninraal q,uantitatin 
properties ot clearnell8 and speed which characterize all cognition. Speed or 
duration of & person~s mental processes is inferred trom the amount ot time 
taken to respond to the stimulus. ClearneH, on the other hand, is interred. 
from the goodneH or accuracy ot the response, relative to it• freedom trom 
errors and omissions. The ability to perform an operation correctly is the 
power ot response. Both :90ver and speed are dependent on and saturated vith 
·• 
"g", though not to an equal extent. Accord.ing to lpearman, the dependence ot 
power ot response upon "g11 is evidenced in 1neral atudiea where the influence 
ot speed was eliminated. experimentally -- high correlations were ob'UJ.ned 
between ecores in the same intelligence teat a4minietered with different time 
limits or no time limit at all. As tor speed., Spearman round that speed in 
one kind ot teat vaa correlated vith speed and power in other kinds of oper-
ations. He concluded. that since power is dependent on "g". speed JIUSt also be 
correlated with "g0 , and in agreement with this complete interchangeability 
between goodness and speed of response, neither or them constitutes a 
f"unctional unity or group factor producing apecitic correlation. Some years 
later~ however, Spearman (1937) di:tterentiated experimentally apeed. preference 
(.,attitude to or preference tor apeed11 ) and speed ability ("speed ot cogrd•{c,:·1 
tion"). He pointed out that although pertormance ot mental tasks may reveal a 
' 1 ~ ... 
general speed pl'eterence, there is no evidence of a general speed ability in 
, 
tasks involving eductive processes. For t&slts such as speed of reaction or 
rate of tapping, there may be one or aever&l factors independent of general 
ability "g". .Jn summary, his main contention was that '"the almost unanimous 
view that some persons are on the whole unable to think quickly and yet are 
quite able to think clearly vould seem to be a most grave error." 
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The 0 unanimoua view" to which Spearman reters correaponda to the notion 
that epeed is not rel.ated to intelligence. Perhaps the best known supporter 
ot the theory ot the epecitic nature of' speed ot response is Thorndike (1926). 
As tar back as 1902 he presented evidence to demonstrate that "there is no sucb 
thing as a trait ot quickness ot association characterizing the work of a give~ 
individual on T&rioua simple mental tuks." He proposed the analysis ot mental 
ability into three separable aspects, namely, level, range and speed. LeTel 
or altitude, which defines ability as power, is the level ot difficulty 
attained by an individual. Range refers to the number ot tasks he can pertora 
at any specitic level ot ditticulty. Speed ia the individual' 1 rate of 
performance; that i1 9 the number ot tulta that are cmpleted in unit time. 
Thorndike indicated. tbat al.though the beat intellect is one that can accoa-
pl.ish the largest number ot taaka at the highest leYel ot 41tticult7 in the 
shortest period ot ti•, altitude is the only aspect ot intelligence that 
cannot be dispensed with. He turther indicated that altitude and speed are 
slightly but :goaitiYely associated. In 1937 Thurstone published a paper on 
the aubJeot, where he detined an individual's ability as "that degree of 
difficult)" tor which the probability ia l/2 that he viµ complete the tuk in 
intinite time.'' He represented. the relations between ability as altitude, 
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~t:lvation and speed by a psychometric surface, and theoretically ahowed that 
'the appraisal. ot an individual's ability tor a epeeitiad kind. of power task, 
a• distinguished tram taaka involving rate, can be made experillfu1tally •o u 
to be ind&pend.eut of speed of performance and &lao independent ot hie moti-
vation. n 
Mu.ch research vu done after Spearman'• work" dae4 primarily at specityi~ 
the nature ot intelligence. Fn studies lent support to Spee.raau' e two-factor 
!theory. while marq- ot.hera presented evidence favoricig the specificity theory. 
Among t.he iaolated 'basic component• ot intellectual abilitiea 80illAI authors 
identified a factor of speed. Sutherland (1934), Dllbois (1932), Lina and 
Kapl.an (1932) and 'l'bu.ratone (1938). found evidence pointing to the aiatence ot 
e. speed factor running u.inl.y tbrough speed te•t•. 
During the early studies bearing on 'the problem ot the relation of apeed 
Ito lll8ntal ability are the •V'!' 111Ueh dlaouaaed vorka ot Bernstein (l921i) and 
Peak and Boring (1926). 
Berutein'• (1924) stll<11' 1a among those de•lgned. •peoitically to uses• 
the exiatenoe ot a gellora.l apeed factor. Bernstein a4min1atered a aerie• ot 
teat• inclucllng sentence coapletion, direction, concomitants, analogies and. 
moral cluaiticatlona to two grou.pa ot aohool cthU4ren, 1Ulder condition• ot 
0 leieure" end "ha8te", i.e., vith long az:ut abort tilae limits. "Slovneae" 
acorea were calculated by subtracting "haste" aoorea from "leiaureu aoo:rea. 
which wre correlated with teaehera' eatblatea of intelligence and "alomeaa". 
On the b&llia of the low eorrelatlona V&J!71ng from ~ • 23 to .19 • the autllor 
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concluded against the existence ot a speed ability apart from g~neral intel-
ligence. 1'he reeults were used by Spoarman (l92T) u evidence ot hi• conten-
t.ion•· Intelligence estimates correlated. .;6 Yi.th both haste and leieure 
ecore•. vhile ratings on slowness correlated -.37 Yi.th haste and -.45 Yi.th 
leisure. The correlation• ~ and betveen both types ot scores were ot about 
the same degree ranging from .66 to .73. Mainly on the basis ot the11e co-
etticienta, Du.Bois (1932) er1t1c1sed !lernatein'a methodology and argued that 
111,f leisure and hute teats •aaure 4itterent abilities, their respeative 
interoorrel&tiona ahoul.d be higher than the co~la.tions vith each other.'* 
Though the leisure tests had fever itema, all the teat• uaed by Bernstein were 
very short and a tiM limit ot 30 aeeonda per page vaa el.lowed. Sutherland 
(1934) contended that it ia doubttul that leiaure conditions were produced, so 
tb&t the condition• between intelligence and haste and leisure teats were 
re&lly correlations between intelligence rating& and two ditf'erent speed soore1io 
lennedy (1930) also criticised Ber:uteiu'a work on '\be score ot non-validity 
ot his aeuure ot slovneaa ead pointed out that "in the case of these tests, aa 
in the work 4one bJ others cm the etteot ot different tlM limits, the tact 
remain that the test with short limit• is et.ill a 11powern test, and there 1• 
no uauranoe that a high aoore on auoh a te1t ae&D.8 speed, or that a low acore 
means llOWBesa." 
Using five a.dvuced students, two aen ud. three women te1ted ind1Ti4ual.l.7 
the authors timed. ea.ch item aepe.ratel;y on two torms each Cit the ot.ia and Alpha 
te1ta. For each ot the subjects a tiae score in each teat vaa defined &11 the 
average maber of' aeconds he spent on itema per:tol"Jlled correetl.1 'b7' all the fivi 1 
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subj~ct€:; this ve.s done to oontro1 :for ditteren~es in accuracy. The average 
ti~ue scores ao defined. vere then correlated vith the tests scores obt.a1ned 
under standard and unlimited timfo., and with speed ot reaction tiae. Ve17 high 
correlations ot the order .70 to unity were found, a) between average tille 
scores and reaction time, and b) between tbe variOWI meaaurea ot speed snd the 
teats scores under standard time litd'\. The findings led the authora to 
support Spearm&D'• contention and conclude that ainee "there is a high 
corr~la.tion between aeon in an intel.l,d.ience test,, speed in an in'tl-*l.ipnce 
test, and epeed in simple reaction, ••• speed of reaction is an iaportaat, and 
prob&bl.7 the most illportaat f'aotor in individua.1 dittereneee in the intel-
ligent act . n Peak and Boring har-dly discnwsed the correlation.a• rangtna from 
-·. 20 to .10 between the different speed mea:ti.U"efl and the intelligence teat 
scores obtained under no time liai t. They merely pointed out that thi• 1181' 
occur beca.uae the taster subJect doea not he.Te u opportuaity to take 
advantage ot the additional tiM al.loved. Later on Bennett (l.941) criticised 
thia explanation and argued that the correlations obtlained under the unlimited 
time condition could very veil be uaed u evidence leading to a completely 
different interpretation ot the result•. The amall nUllber ot eubjecta a.lone 
makes the concluiona of very slight importance. 
More a4equate atudiH by Lemmon (1927) m.ncl Fauvortb • Seashore and. Tinker 
(1927) tailed to support Peak and Borin«' • results. Lemmon (1927), using 100 
aubJecta, found a correlation of .13 between the acorea in the Thorn4ilte 
iutelligeace examination and 200 diacrbdnatift reaction tiae• trom euh 
eubJect. Fauvorth et al. (1927) intended to replicate Pealt and Boring.ta 
•tua..-r with a a811lple ot 31' aubJecta. Three meuurea vere 844e4, D&11ely, aerial 
pz 
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eaction times and scores in the Thorndike and Ohio State University tests. To 
etermine the degree of relationship between simple reaction time and average 
peed scores on Alpha and Otis as defined in the referred study, the subjects 
ere divided into 5 subgroups and the time scores were calculated tor each ot 
hem separately. The range ot correlations obtained, from - • 66 to • 90, was 
nterpreted as evidence against the existence of a general speed factor under-
ing both kinds of speed measures. As tor the correlation between reaction 
ime and intelligence, the authors used the entire group ot subjects and 
btained coetticients from -.16 to -.24 between the intelligence tests under 
tanda.rd time limit and simple reaction time, and from .14 tor Ohio to .53 tor 
pha with serial reaction time. On the other hand, coefficients ot corre-
ation between serial reaction time and test scores obtained under the un-
imited time condition were again low tor Ohio and otia, .01 and .10, but 
igher tor the Army Alpha, .36. The authors concluded that what the ditf'erent 
ntelligence tests measure varies and that nthe Arrlry' Alpha test tends to become 
erely a serial reaction test, whereas the Ohio State and Thorndike exam-
nations remain more clearly tests of' content in which the speed factor is 
important. 1' 
The results in all these experiments seem to point·;~to the conclusion that 
he relation between mental ability, we measured by standard intelligence 
eats, and simple reaction time is negligible. Furthermore, it would seem that 
hen accuracy is kept constant, there is no consistent r~lationship between 
simple reaction time and speed of' the mental process involved in the task being 
Other studies dealing vith the problem ot the relation of speed to intel-
, 
.igence have gone beyond the sole consideration ot reaction time. Speed in 
~imple motor, sensorj'-motor and mental tasks has been assessed and inter-
~rrelational analysis of the data generally has led to the formulation ot 
•tatements on the general or specific "nature" ot speed. 
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Both Sisk (1926) and Dowd (1926) found no evidence 'for a general speed 
~actor. Working Yi.th intercorrelations of speed in simple and complex re-
sponses and scores in the Army Alpha test rrom a sample of 100 college 
students, Sisk (1926) found: 1) no evidence for a subject who is fast in 
simple reaction to be equally taat in a complex reaction; 2) only- a slight 
~endency for one vho is fast or slow in a complex reaction to be relatively 
"'ast or slow in another complex reaction'; 3) a high Arm:y Alpha score seems to 
>nly a small eJdtent to be related to ability to react to a complex situation. 
Dowd (1926) intercorrelated rate ot work in 9 tests: cancellation, 
mderlining !. 'a, reading tests, tests ror speed of movements~ vri ting test• and 
1t.rithmetic tests. She f'ound no general speed tactor, the only high corre-
"'ations being between tests ot similar content , and a verj' lov correlation 
~etveen theae speed measures and scores on the otia Advanced Examinationl 
Kennedy (1930) e.nd McFarland (1930) reported high correlations between 
simple and complex abilities. which they took as evidence in tavor ot the 
general tactor hypothesis. Kennedy' (1930) , mentioned earlier in another 
:onnection, administered various apeed teete involving simple and compl.ex 
s.bilities to two samples ot adult subjects. The inte~orrelations ranged trom. 
~02 to .70 with a mean ot .34 tor one group, and trom .11 to .81 vith a mean ot 
.45 tor the other group~ and were not greatly attected when variability due to 
, 
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ntelligence vaa held constant. In the first group a composite of' the otia and 
he Terman tests scores was used, whereas score on the Army Alpha given with 
ouble time was used in the second. The results were interpreted as giving 
dence of a general speed factor responsible tor the consistency ot individual 
tferences in rate ot work in any given task, which bears no relation to 
This rate ot work she proposed to c&ll "irritability". The more 
omplex the taak, the leas ia the ettect of' "irritability" aad the greater the 
ftect of general intelligence in determining apeed of work. 
In a similar attempt to study the relationship between speed and mental 
bility, McFarland (1930) used tests ot varied degrees of difficulty such as 
ee association, pencil maze, simple auditory reaction time, opposites, etc., 
ontaining a large number of items. He timed each item individually and 
solated speed ability by keeping accuracy constant. The correlations ranged 
m .00 to .88 and tell into a hierarchy. This the author took as evidence ot 
apeed tacrtor involving genenl. ability ahdlar to tha't deacri~d by Spearman 
d concluded that ability with respect to apeed is a "general" individual 
ra11' vhicb ie charaoteriatic O'l am.tal .behavior. Kennedy'• and McP'arland'a 
onclutona were criticised by..a..-eral av.1ah0r•: There is little evidence ot a 
speed tacrtor in Kenneq'• re.W.t.a, and Molarlad Hema to have gone tar beyond 
he 1mpl1eat1ona ot hia data in hie oon'Mnt.iona. McJ'arland in1terpre'\ied his 
resul.•s u ·'*IJ'••ine; vi th tho•• ot other investigators who, li:U Peak and Boring 
hm JU.1ntaine4 that speed ot reaponae ia vh&t priuril.y defi11ea aeutal •bilit7. 
The main body ot research on the interrelationahipa among simple and 
complex •peed aetiriti•• 1 hovtrnr, hu yielded e"f'i4enoe ot apeoitioity ot spefd, 
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ot response. High intereorrelationa among rate scores a.re between tests of 
similar content and between those teat• ot complex processes where a comm.on 
tun~tion or related tu.notions are at work. As regards the specific problem 
ot the relationships between various rate acorQs and ditterent meuurea ot 
intelligence, the results ot these and related atudiea suggest that the:y a.re 
slightly and apparently inaignit'icant. 
An important 11.mitation in 1l&D7 ot these atwliea ia the lack of a measure 
of level of imelligence, mmal ability or "altitude", in Thorndike'• meaning 
ot the vord. Measurement• of altitude and speed in the same tu.nation have 
been obf;ained following tvo method.a: '!'hey are measured in dif'ferent testa 
with a1milar material, varying the levels o't ditticulty; or they are meuured. 
in the same teat. lfo consistent reeulta have been obtained. In the preatiat 
atuq, "altitude" and. rate of work vill be meuu.red in the aeae teats, which 
rill vary in cUtticul ty. 
'1)Ton and J'o:nea (1933) meaaured rate ot vorlt u indicated by success on 
simple completion teet•, vbicb involved exposure ot wimple narrative and 
deaCl"iptive meateri&l. on a aoreen. at tour different exposure ratea. Altitude 
vu meuured by acorea obt&1ned in the completion items ot Thorndike'• CA.VD 
examinations. One hundred and sixteen eubJene were teated. It vu tound that 
the correlations between the teat ot altitude and the tour speed scores did not 
ditter aipiticantly from each other. The results were interpreted u 
indicating that :mental ability ia not contingent upon the speed. ot mental 
proeessea. 
Hunaick.er (1925) uaed a graded aerie• ot arithmetic problems and sentence-
completion problema, defining ability u the higheat level of dittiault;r at 
wbieh a subject could answer 50% of the items correetq. The :rate of work 
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loore she defined as the time it took to complete the first tvo pagea ot easy 
itttma. She toUD.d correlation• from .57 to .Jl between the •peed aoorea in 
both types of' tam and ooetticienta from .39 to .6J. between rate and altitude. 
'l'he tindinga led her to conclude that there 18 a fairly oou1a'tent positive 
rel&tiouhip between rate an4 ability. Furthermore, cou14ering that ability 
111 aenteDce coapl.nion aad arithmetic are due to general intelligence, ah• 
conoluded that speed ia :related to level ot general ab111t7, constituting an 
individual 'Wait. 
In 1921 th• A:nq test report , and several later studies• gave r .. utta ot 
the correlation 'betV\Mn A:nft¥ Alpha. scores obtained in a standard time limit 
and double or longer time allowaacea. Ver'J' olose correlations were found, 
vhich were taken as an indication ot relation between 1peed, defined as :rate ot 
work, an4 intelligence. 'l'he T&lidit7 ot theee conclusion• i• d.oubthl.. They 
aeem to be eoins qU1 te bqoD4 the imediate 1aplicationa ot the reaul ta, which 
<:'\ WCNl.4 rather aea to 1nd1oat.e that 1peed ot vorlt pl.a¥e a minor role in the 
\_ 
.•. 
~"Alpha acore1 obtained UDder atan4ard time limit. Preaau (1932), as 
. •\ 
r~rted abo'Ye, pointed out that the correlation between rate and altitude 1• 
bJ' no •&JUI per:tect, and that ~ time-limit teat• "obacure the real level ot 
11ttaiment ot a small, though brportant, nuaber ot indiTI.dual.a. 11 
studying the reciprocal intluance ot apeed, quality and duration 6n 
indhidual performances, Courthial, Van de stadt and Cl&paride (1932) gavi? two 
teeta to 51' -.le atudtnt1 aged 16-20 and 23 teael.e students aged 19-21. 'l'he 
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teat• were carr4 de chittrea conaiating ot disordered numbers to be r-e-
arranged in correct order, and arithmetic computation, including addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and did.sion. The results shoved: ditterence 
between the aexea as regard• speed and constancy ot speed and quality within 
each type ot task. The correlational anal.pis shoved that there is a 
relationship between speed in ditterent categories ot operations. but no 
relation aa regards accuracy. When the apeed in both teats was considered, 
however, the constancy ot ra'te ot work vu lowered considerably. Aleo, the 
authors found a low correlation between speed and quality, though there vu 
evidence that the rapid type 1• more otten accurate. and tbe slow inaccurate. 
Grat (1932) shoved that the length ot tim.e which a subJect 1• permitted 
to spend on a given intelligence teat ma:y aigniticautl.7 influence his acore. 
Re studied the accomplishment ot 100 subJecta atter various periods ot time --
5, 10, lS, 30, 45 and 6o minute• -- and. found that al.moat without exceptions, 
the;r attained conatucy ot group rank only atter a long period of' work had 
elapsed. Be pointed out that there is a ditterence between intelligence and 
ttepeed ot adjustment" aud that m.aDT •ntal teats e.mphuize the aecond f"actor 
while they are interpreted as aeuuring intelligence. 
JCenrutd;r (1930) had prmoual.7 found that a poaitiw correlation ot .54 
betveen knq Alpha acorea obtained under etandard tiae and a rank campoaf.te 
score ot various apee4 teats dropped to .00 when double time vu allowed. 
Triska (1935) aud. Bennett (19.ltl) are also among the inveatigatora Yho 
atudied the relation ot apeed to mental abil1 t;r, varying the time al.love.nee 
tor the completion ot the ta.aka. Triska (1935) used two torma ot an 
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intelligence test: in one form the vork-limit method vas tolloved. so that 
Dpeed vaa mes.sured by the stop-watch; in the eecond torm, administered two 
weeks later, time limit vu uaed. speed being mea.aured by the number ot items 
attempted. The correlations between these acorea and school grad.ea led 
Triska to conclude that what 1• U8U&ll7 meaaured in aerial reactions 1a a 
common tactor ot 'working apeed' , whoae degree ot nlation to pertor.mance 
depends on the ditticult7 ot the task. In aimple reactiona, on the other hand, 
the correlations depend upon the aimilarit;y ot the abilities teated, u it ia 
'mental speed' that is being measured as an index ot efficiency. Finally, the 
author suggested that "there seema to be no independent factor ot 'mental 
speed' which is only a measure ot innate or acquired. ability to perform a 
given !unction, though there appear• to be an independent tactor contained in 
tailurea and succeasea vhich 1a part ot the 'worldsg speed! ' 11 
Bennet (191'1) tound that rate ot suoceeatu.l work, defined a.a the average 
amotnt ot time spent on iteu done correctly', ia low but positively and 
eonsistently related not onJ.¥ to altitude score•. but to •cores on speed teata 
of intelligence as well, independently ot test content.. A high correlation ot 
.95 between at.ndard time limit ecoree on the Terman and unlimited-time or 
altitude acorea on the aaM teat• suggested that the- ranld.11.g in respect to 
intelligence is hardly attected by the imposition ot time. 
J'riede (1934) atudying the interdependence ot •peed, amount ot vork, and 
quality ot work, tound that a change in the manner ot work ot the subject 
depend.a upon the difficulty ot the te•t and that quality ot work 1• more 
variable than apeed and &110UD.t ot work. 
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Aigner (1935), studied the performances of 30 subjects on the Bobertag 
and Burt intelligence tests, a simple and a choice reaction test and three 
groups ot choice discrimination teats. Time and accuracy ot reepoAae (or 
clloioe) in all tests were intercorrel.ated. Two clusters of positive corre-
lations were tound: all the speed meuurea, regardless ot tests, and the 
intelligence scores. Two factors, one ot intelligence and one of speed or 
"individual speed tempo., were suggested. The a.utbor indicated that !!speed and 
accuracy ot pertorm&nce do not go band in hand, at least not to the extent that 
1e usual.ly assumed. 0 
other studies bearing on the role of speed in mental ability at ditterent 
levels ot ditticulty, are those of Sutherland (1934), Slater (1938), and DuBois 
(1932). Slater (1938) worked with aoores obtained on the Thorndike'• CAVD and 
on tive separate non.,veroal teats &ilministered under a time-limit condition tor 
226 school children. The subjects worked at their own pace and recorded tor 
them:selvoa the time spent on ea.ch iteJ11. The deviation ot this estimate trom 
the av.,rage amount of time takeza 'by the group to solve ea.ch problem correctly 
defined. ea.ch aubJact•s speed rate. The &Uthor found that the meaaurea ot speed 
rate tended to be oonsistent f.or a given 8'~bject without a cloae aaaociation 
with measures ot intelligence obtained tram either verbal or non-verbal 
material given with or without time limits, and independent trom the degree ot 
ditticu1t7 ot the task. While Sla.ter•a conclusions brought evidence in tavor 
ot Spee.man's conceptions, DuBois (1932) and SUtherland (1934) concurred in the 
1nterprett1.tion of speed a.s independent trom altitude. DuBois (1932) tested 
139 at\ul.t subjects using tive speod tevts of &pproxima.tely the same low degree 
p 
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ot ditticult7. two level teata and tvo teata where speed and level vere not 
clearl7 aeparated.. Be found evidence tor the exiatence ot a tactor common to 
the speed teata but not attecting the level teats to any great extent. 
SUtherla.nd (1934) intercorrelated speed and altitude acorea. 'l'he poa1t1ve 
relationship practically diaappe&H4 when the int'l.uence ot the intelligence 
tactor vaa removed. sutherl.an.4 concluded that hia results provided little 
evidence tor an independent taotor of a:peed "when the condit.iona demand. a 
uniform altitude ot aecurina ma:dmua accur&01 at the greateat speed." However, 
a factor ot speed came into operation when the probleaa were ot low ditticulty. 
The reviev of the liter&tu.re ha.a ehc:rtftl that there ie no agreement among 
1nvestig&tore who have dealt with problema releTaz;.t to the present •t~d.7· 
Neverthf:less> & survey of these and other finding• reported in the literature 
au.ggeata tha.t : 
1) When performing a particular motor or percaptual act1.vity, ind!vi4uala 
ad~ a cha.r&eter1 ~t,.c rate o:r tt.tmpo tb4t is kept consta..."l.t during the whole 
pe:d'orinnee. SOM points ot interest in this respect have been pointed out , 
among othara, 'lrJ Braun (1927) • It\lpke {1933), ifilpo...--t and Yernon (1933), 
Giihlstorl' (1939), Yn.conynel4'.J. (19112), Rimold.i (19?i8), Mi~hina (1951), 1".raJ.aae 
(195~) " and R:lmoldi nnd Ce.bnneld (1961) • 
2) A pluralistic interpretation ot the domain ot tempo is more adequate 
than the monistic viewpoint. In this respect llal.ey'a (1963) and Er4-.mi's 
(1965) reeul.ta provided turther aupport to the pluralistic interpretation since 
!they discovered ve.rioua factors found by Allport e.nd Ver.non (1933) and Rimoldi 
(1951). 
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3) Tempos in ditterent activities are not tota.lly unrelated. A tev well 
identified parametera have been iaola.ted in different etudie•~ thua incU~ting 
the poaeibility ot predicting related types ot speed. 
4) For a speoifia activity, individuals tend to be consistently taat or 
slow within relatively long periods ot time. '!'his seems to hold tor a wide 
range ot psychological activities. 
5) No clear atateniemus oian b4t Mde regarding consiate~y ot speed in all 
types ot pertol"l'llUloea. 
6) The ~:;ieed eo11pon•rtt in intellectual twiettona bolated by several 
authors iw:f.n.g J.if'terent teAt b"l.tter1ea sugg~sts that "~" h not a un1tary tac~ 
to:r a£ Spa8.l"man contende1. 
7) :for a. gi~ITell individual> the Q.Wllity of' vor'k te tnO?'>:! v,s.riable than the 
apeli:d. 
8) The relation between qual.1 ty and ·~•d appee.ra to be a tunction ot 
the dittioul.ty ot the tasks. 
9) There 1a not a close relationahip between the acaur&07 ot vork in 
ditterent categories ot teata. 
10) The :taat BttbJeet ia more otten aoeurate and the a1ow aubJect more 
often :lnaccur1.1te, thout,h not to $¥1Y aipiticant extent. 
In 8\DlllUl'Y. the cUseuaaion bu tocuae4 on representati n reaearob under-
~ying two d.ietinct tbeoretio&l interpretation• of pereon.al tempo. with special 
emphasis on thoae etudiea relating speed to mental performance. 'l"hough the 
~iacrepanciee in the re1ulte are obTioua, it ia apparent 'that: l} there is a 
negligible relation between mental ability and a variety ot apeod aoores on· 
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eimpl• and discriminative reactiona, u well aa scores on simple motor and 
mental tunctions;. 2) mental ability, considered as level or altitude in 
Thorndike'• sense, does not bear a consistent relation to rate ot pertormance 
on simple mental tasks; 3) whenever a. relation was found, it seemed due to 
similarity ot content; 4) mental ability and rate ot response measured on the 
same teat tend to be si.gniticantl.T related when the materi-1. i8 of low 
ditticu.lty. 
It 1• .i.ao apparent that in all the reported studies,. mental ability vu 
measured in term of accuraoy of the af?.11.ution or the task, in the sense that 
attention vu focused on the tin-1. product of the thinking process rather than 
on the process 1tselt. In the present atud1', ment.i. ability will be quan-
tified in terms ot the problem. solving proceas, using the Ri.moldi approach to 
problem-solving behavior. 
In 1955, Rimoldi devised an objective method to characterize the thinking 
prooua by analyzing the question• that a subject uu in oder to solve a 
problem. The aeq,uence of queationa uk.ed is called a tactic and *'ea.oh tactic 
is experimentally defined 'b7 the num1>er, type and order ot the question• 
asked." 
The aasumptiona underl7ing the method are aa follows: 
a) "that subjects are usu.med to actively aearoh tor and combine in-
formation that th07 consider neceaaa.ry and eutticient to reach a solution, 
'b) "that tactic• are an index ot the aubJect'a thinking proceH, 
c) uthat various tactics mq be ueed respectively' by ditterent eubjecta, 
or by the ea.me subject in ditterent occuiona, in order to reach the solution 
r 
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of a problem, 
d) :•that. individual differences are more likely to be highlighted through 
the study of the tactics than through the study of the final ansvers, and 
e) 11that any inferences trom final answers to tactics is risky if not 
misleading. ri ( Rimoldi , 1967) 
Since 1955, the method bu been intensively developed and has been sue-
cesstully applied to investigation• in a variety ot areas. Furthermore, nev 
scoring techniques have been devised that allov the characterization .. o.t a 
! 
subject's thinking process, in terms ot logical. structure or the problems 
rather than ot group norms. 
The Rimoldi technique was first applied to characterize cliniea.l diag-
nostic processes in medical students (Riaoldi, Baley, and ll"ogl.iatto, 1962). 
Other studies have dealt vith ettects ot training in problem solving, problem 
solving at different ages and educational levels, Rorschach interpretation, 
interdisciplinary evaluation ot organic pathology, appraisal or personality 
parameters, schizophrenic thinking, physiological correlates, open:_ and closed-
mindedness, etc. The reader is referred to Erdmann (1967) tor a detailed 
account of' the applications o't the technique. 
jP 
~ple or ~u:CJ.ects 
CHAP!'ER III 
METHOD 
The sample used in this study consisted ot 30 subjects, all :f'emales, vith 
ages ranging trom 18 to 3o years. All the subjects were graduate students at 
the Univerddad Bacional de Cdrdoba, Argentina. All graduate students were 
chosen so that there vould be homogeneity with respect to educational level. 
!~.~.!.~ .~9C~c!~e and Desi!!!, 
Each subject was tested. individually by the same examiner in·~ single 
session that lasted approximately one hour. The entire testing was conducted 
in Spanish. At the beginning or the experimental session and before each test 
was administered, the subject vu instructed to pertorm the tasks at a 
comfortable rate which she tblmd most natural. Several teats were admin-
istered involving psychological and psychomotor activities. l-!eaauremants ot 
:f'requency per time interval or measurements in units of' time were utilized. 
Negative correlations between some of' the variables considered were expected; 
that would be a tunction ot the scoring method rather than an evidence ot 
negative relationship. 
As stated previously, six ~'tempo" tests were used. They were selected 
on the basia of' previous studies (Allport and Vernon, 1933; Rimoldi, 1951; 
Haley, 1963; Erdmann, l965);aa the most highly loaded in three vell defined 
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ractors: large movements, speed ot drawing, and apeed ot perception. The nua-
bers associated with the various tests indicate the order in which the testa 
~ere administered. These numbers will alao be used to identity the tests in 
the respective tables. 
The following instructions, taken trom Erdmann'• study (1965), were given 
verbally: 
In this experiment you will be given a series ot tasks which you are to 
pertorm at the rate that is moat comtort\able tor you. Be tore each 
performance you will be given specitic instructions which you are to carry 
out in the moat natural way. You will start at a given signal &nd con-
tinue until told to stop. It at any time the instructions are not clear, 
do not hesitate to ask questions. 
The score used was trequently per thirty-second intervals. Listed in the 
~rder ot presentation in the experiment the tests were: 
l) Arms Parallel. The subject was instructed to hold his arms parallel 
out in tront ot himselt and keeping them parallel, awing them back and torth 
through the same arc. Measurement : number ot swings in a 30-second interval. 
2) Arms Symmetrical. The subject was instructed to stretch his arms out 
trom his sides and swing them together straight in tront and apart in a 
symmetrical fashion. Measurement: number ot swings in a 30-second interval. 
3) Reading Science. The subject was given an extract trom an article 
on the characteristics ot the photosynthesis ot p1anta in ditterent climatic 
rr•siona. He vas told to read it tor himself at his habitual rate. Atter 30 
second.a had elapsed :from the start signal• the subject vas told to stop and he 
ivas asked the.last vord be had read. Measurement: number ot words in a 30-
•econd interval. 
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4) Reading Literature. Same as Reading Science. The paragraph chosen 
was taken from a literary work by Italo Calvino. Measurement: number ot vorda 
read in a 30-second interval.. 
5) Drawing Linea. The subject was given a pencil and a blank sheet ot 
paper ot standard size and was asked to draw lines without restrictions as in 
length or position on the paper. Measurement: number ot lines drawn in a 30-
second interval.. 
6) Drawing Circles. In this test the subject vas requested to drav 
circles, and again there were no restrictions as to size or placement on the 
page. Measurement: number ot circles drawn in a 30-second interval. 
The remaining measures were ob'h.ained trom problem-solving tasks. Five 
problems constructed according to Rimoldi technique were used t viz. , problems 
31A, 31B, 35A, 35B and 42. They were administered in the listed order imme-
diately at'ter the tempo battery. 
Problems 31 and 35 are verbal problems. In labelling the problems, the 
number refers to logical structure, and the accompanying letter reters to the 
language in which the problem is presented. Language A is ordinary written 
verbal language and language B uses symbols to stand tor objects. 
Problem 42 is a figure problem consisting ot a group ot numbered areas; 
the task ot the subject being to identity a preselected area. 
In the Rimoldi approach to the study ot problem-solving proceSBes, the 
concepts ot logical structure and language have been used to control the prob-
lems more strictly. By logical structure is meant nthe tormal properties or 
,.. 
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schema ot the problem, expressed in term.a ot & basic set ot logical relation-
ships". • • "Language is understood as & set ot words, symbols, objects, etc. , 
used to express & logical structure (schema), provided there is a rule ot 
correspondence between the components ot the logical structure and the lan-
guage used. Thus, the same logical structure can be presented in different 
languages (isomorphic problems), and the same language can be used to express 
difterent logical structures." {Rimoldi and Erdmann, 196T). Furthermore, 
Rimoldi has postulated that the ditticulty of a problem is detined, not in 
terms ot percentages ot passes, but in terms of: a) the complexity ot the 
logical structure (intrinsic difficulty), and b) the language used (extrinsic 
difficulty), Rimoldi, 1967; Rimoldi, 1968. 
In all. tive problems used in this study, the subject is given & card on 
which the problem is stated and ten additional cards, each with one question 
that the subject ms;y choose to ask. The answer to each question is vritten on 
the reverse side or the card. Before the problems were administered, a sample 
problem was presented in order to acquaint the subject with the required task, 
and to answer any question he might pose. The following written instructions 
were given: 
You will be given a packet ot cards on which are typed a particular 
problem situation and a set ot questions and answers relevant to the 
problem. The question is one: one side ot the card, and the same 
question with its answer is on the other side. Read over the prob-
lem caretull.y. Next proceed by reading over all the questions. At 
!ihis time do not turn the cards over. Decide on the first question 
you would like to have answered and write its number on the page 
provided. Then take the card trom the folder, and read the answer 
on the back or the card. After having read the answer, decide on 
the next question you would like to have answered. Write down its 
number and then take the card trom the folder. Proceed in this way. 
'When you are satisfied that you have arrived at the answer, stop 
f 
drawinr, cards, and write down your answer. Remember: you may 
choose as many questions as you need to solve the problem, but 
do not cho<?.!!,. ~more than you need. There is no time limit 
tor the solution ot any ot the problems. Work at the rate that 
is most comtortable tor you. 
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The measurement used tor the problem-solving tasks was time per unit ot 
performance. With the aid ot a stopwatcht time was recorded in seconds, with 
precision to l/10 ot a second, whenever the subject asked a question and when 
he gave the answer to the problem. Three distinct units ot performance or 
experimental periods during the problem-solving process were defined tor 
investigation: 
a) Presentation time or :t'irst question period, defined. as the time 
elapsed :f'rom the moment the subject was presented the problem until he asked 
the first question. 
b) Interq_uestion period, defined as the time between asking any two 
successive questions. For a given sub6ect in a given problem the number of 
interquestion periods YB.s equal to the number ot questions asked minus one. 
A specific interquestion period vas labelled the !.-th question time, or ques-
tion ! period, vhere !. reters to the higher order queationr:and i•2 ••• !!_, !!.. being 
the number ot questions asked. For example, the third question time or questio 
3 period is the time elapsed between asking the second and the third question. 
c) Answer period, defined as the time trom the last question until the 
answer ot the problem was given. 
The general label tor an observation in my ot the periods was time 
measure or time score. Thus we could talk about the time score tor the first 
question (presentation) , time score tor the second question, etc. , and time 
score tor the answer. 
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A mean speed score or rate ot work score was determined tor each subject 
n each one ot the problems , vi th the purpose ot comparing rate ot mental per-
ormance at various levels ot ditticulty, and to determine the relationship ot 
uch rate to the tempo variables. A mean speed score vas defined as the mean 
nterquestion time, i.e., the time elapsed between asking the first and the 
ast questions divided by the number ot interquestion periods, or, equivalently, 
the number ot questions asked minus one. 
Tot&l time vu also used as a further time measure, and vas defined tor 
very subject in each problem as the time elapsed trom the moment he vas 
resented the problem until he gave the answer. 
The problem-solving data was also an&lyzed using Rimoldi's technique. As 
tated above, this technique allows tor the evaluation and scoring of' the 
roblem-aolving process, vhich is experimentally characterized by the tactic 
r sequence ot questions chosen by the subject. Scoring of the tactic is done 
n terms ot its approximation to the logical structure of the problem. "By 
pproximating the logical structure, we mean asking tirst the more general. 
uestions and thereafter questions or increasing specificity. The ideal tactic 
fills these requirements, that is: maximum correspondence between the gener-
ity ot the question and its position in the tactic. with the minimum number o 
uestions that exhaust the information necessary to solve the problem. In the 
coring system used, these ideal. tactics will obtain the maximum score. Scores 
e lower to the degree that they violate tb.e above conditions,; that is: 
eversals in order, irrelevancy and/or redu~aney ot the questions asked, lack 
t parsimony~ failure to choose meaningful questions, etc." (Rimoldi, 1968) 
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In general, a tactic that provides sufficient information for the solu-
tion of a problem is called a good tactic. Among these, the optimum is the 
ideal tactic. Conversely, a tactic that does not provide enough information is 
categorized as a bad tactic. The analysis of the tactic followed by each 
subject and its categorization as ideal, good or bad, provided a criterion for 
grouping the subjects on any problem in terms of their problem-solving ability. 
The problems used and their corresponding,English versions, ideal tactics 
and solutions are presented in the Appendix. The logical structures of prob-
lems 31 and 35 are presented in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 
Given that the subjects do not ask necessarily the same number of ques-
tions and th&t the ideal and a good tactic are not necessarily of the same 
length~ at least tor problem 31, the analysis of the data was rather complex. 
The main hypothesis ot the study, namely, that the rate at which a 
subject asks questions is constant tor a given problem, was tested in the 
:tollowing manner. Means and standard deviations of the time scores on each ot 
the interquestion periods were calculated, and comparison between successive 
periods was made for each problem by performing !_tests tor correlated. means. 
Each ~test, therefore, included only those subjects who had asked questions 
in the two periods being compared. 
The secondary hypothesis that :tor any specific problem there will be 
ditterences in the time scores of subjects following the ideal tactic, a good 
tactic, and a bad tactic, was tested tor each problem separately by using the 
analysis-of-variance approach to profile data. This technique also provided 
, 
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a :t"urther test on the main hypothesis of the study, as well as a test on the 
parallelism of the groups' profiles. Once these analyses were completed, 
simultaneous confidence intervals were determined by the Scheff' techn~que to 
test multiple comparisons among the means. 
The hypothesis that the time elapsing trom the moment the subject is pre-
sented with the problem until he asks the tirst question (time to understand 
the problem) will be related to the difficulty or the problem, vas tested 
independently from the previous analyses. In this case no distinction vas 
made between subjects regarding the tactics followed and a different mod.el of 
analysis of variance was used. The analysis compared the total means of the 
time scores tor the first question within the same structure, within the same 
language, between structures and 'between languages. 
The same model of' analysis ot variance was also used to compare: .l) mean 
speed scores~ 2) total times. and 3) answer times through all the problems. 
The hypothesis ot individual speed consistency throughout the problems 
was difficult to test. The :arocedure was as follows: l) For each subject, 
central tendency and dispersion ot the mean speed scores on the five p~'<S'b1..iem9' 
were calculated; 2) the coefficient of variation was computed tor each subject; 
and 3) the mean of the mean speed scores for each subject was plotted against 
the respective coefficient of variation. The plot was studied so as to 
determine variations in consistency as related to speed. 
The subsequent concern in the analysis or the data was the stu~ of' rate 
ot work in the problems as related to the tempo variables. Initially a tactor 
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alysis ot the six tempo tests was performed using Thuratone's centroid 
ethod, in order to corroborate the assumption that ve were dealing with three 
istinct :f'actors ot tempo. Then, correlations between the tempo tests and the 
ean speed scores in the problems vere calculated. It should be noted at this 
int that in the original design ot this experiment, various tapping tests had 
een included in the battery to represent the small muscle movement factor 
epeatedly recovered in various studies. Unfortunately. recor4.s ot these tests 
ere spoiled for 20 out ot the 30 subjects due to mechanical dif'ticulties in 
he recording apparatus. Given the impossibility of carrying out a new testing, 
d the tact that no inclusion of a small movement temporal parameter seemed 
rucial tor the study, the analysis of the relationships above mentioned was 
educed to three well established temporal factors. 
Additional relationships vere investigated,!.!!_., between problem-solving 
core and mean speed score, tirst question time (understanding of' the problem), 
otal time, and answer time respectively tor each problem; between accuracy ot 
he solution (f'inal answer) and mean speed score, first question time, and total 
im.e respectively tor each problem; and finally between accuracy of solution in 
ach possible pair or problems. 
Finally it seemed worthwhile to investigate the mean speed score or 
ubjects tolloving the ideal tactic, a good tactic and a bad tactic. These 
ontrasta were studied within each problem, since the subjects did not follow 
onsistently the same type ot tactic throughout the problems. For this purpose 
tests were used. Furthermore, the coetticient ot Tariation tor ea.ch tactic-
oup within a specific problem was determined, in order to compare the groups 
n re ard to tb~i.r mean speed Tariation. 
CHAPrER IV 
RESULTS 
The major hypothesis ot this study was that the rate at which a subject 
asks questions to solve & giTen problem is constant tor that problem. Table 
l presents the time score means, standard deviations and number ot obeer-
vationa on the operationally detined units, and mean and standard deviation ot 
total time, tor each problem. As it becomes apparent from the ins!lecttion ot 
the table, subjects ask ditterent numbers ot questions in their attempt to 
aolve any- specitic problem. 
A preliminary teat on the main hypothesis vaa performed by using t teats 
tor correlated obserT&tions between the means ot successive interqueation 
times. Obviously, the number ot observations compared in each case was equal 
to the number ot observations in the higher order interquestion period. Three 
interquestion periods were compared in problem 31A, tour in 31B, tour in 35A, 
tiTe in 35B, and nine in problem 42. The results as presented in Table 2 
indicate that there are no significant ditterences in the time score means ot 
aucceHive interqueetion periods and they are seen as supporting the basic 
hypothesis of this research. 
To turther test tor possible dirterences between the periods a.nd to teat 
the h)rpothesie that there would be signiticant ditterencea between the time 
pertormance ot subjects following varied tactics,. factorial designs with re-
peated measurements (Winer, 1962) were utilized tor the verbal problems. 
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TABLE l 
MEANS, S'l'.AIDARD DEVIATIOBS AID IUMBER OF SUBJECTS FOR TOTAL TIME 
AND TIME MEASURF.S 01.i 'l'BE QUESTION AND Alf SWER PERIODS FOR ALL PROBL!MS 
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---------·--..... -~-------------------·-----.... --
----·-------------·---------------------
Question Period.a 
:-··--------·--------·-------------------·---
Problems l 2 3 4 5 
---~---t-------·-;----------·-··------------
31A M I 56.42 : 25.58 
I i 
17.88 
i i 
a ! 23.35 I 35.85 . 9.59 , 
26.22 
u.81 
I i I : I 
318 : I 1:.56 ·t-~.-~-::_-4--2~---+--:6.04 ~-5-0-.5-4 
I i a 1 78.14 I 37.41 41.71 30.10 44.65 I I I 
___ •__ fl 30 1' 27 +i 22·---·-i---~3 _ _1 __ 5 __ 
35A M 77.77 25.92 I -~.22 l 34.50 J 88.85 
a i 31.23 16.02 1 14.32 i'.
1 
14.82 : 91.53 
N ) 30 30 I 29 5 l 4 
358 ~37-58 ----- 55.81 1--5·-6.-6-6-·--i--7-7-.6-9---1-13-6-.8-9 
a j 62.77 46.50 I 66.18 68.81 I 98.04 
I I 29 28 I 27 18 I 7 
42_M_-t-9a.39 39.84 r-·-41.11 1i9.09 ~ 
I :-66 ::-40 :-33 I a 30.12 
30 
62.95 
28 
-~---·--- -----------·-~---+----
Table 1 (Continued) 
MEANS, ST.AHDARD DEVIA'l'IOlfS ARD NUMBER 01' 8UBJEC'l'S P'OR '!'O'l'AL TIME 
AID TIME MEASURES 01' THE QUES'l'IO!f AND Alf SWER PERIODS P'OR ALL PROBLEMS 
--·--------·---------~- .. ----------·---·------
---------------------·---------------·---
Question Periods i Total 
- --·-··--------------- ! 
7 · 8 . 9 I 10 , Anawer 1 Tille 
----i---------+---..j.-----+--------+1 ___ ___. Problems 6 
; \ I 
-- 1 -- j -- I 
I I ' 
' I i' ,·.; N ; i 
31-:B--;--·--;-: -2-2.80 h1 .90_
1 
___ 2_4-_-,--~·o--'"I!-·-·_-_·-~ 
31A M 
a 
23.79 
26.54 
30 
70.40 
107.11 
122.08 
76.86 
30 
318.77 
172.04 a I 14.20 ! .oo ! .oo· I 
--~~· I 2 I 1 ~·~--+~----...._~~-4-:~2_9_• __ _.__2_9_•~---1 
35A M I 30.90 I lol.30 ., -- - -- l 20.13 172.20 
C1 I 3.75 I .00 l I ! 27.19 110.55 --~-J_:_ _ _l _ _i__:ii ------.i----· i 30 30 
35B M I 25.45 lT.TO 23.90 8.40 5.00 --r- 38.89 369.TT 
a : i3.32 .oo .oo .oo .oo I 34.01 221.30 
N l 4 1 !1 1 l i 
~ M I 36.21 44.50-1-,1-.-75 ___ 34-.-14-,-9.63 
a I 27.31 40.27 I 33.99 27.74 4.81 i I 
i 
; 
' 
7 
29 
124.l~ . 
I 
116.57 ! 
I 
: 30 30 
29 
223.78 
lf I 22 20 ; 17 I 9 I 
~~~~~~~-----~~-----~~------~~_,_-~_ .......... ~~~~--~~-1 
*There vu a mistake 1D. the recording ot the an.aver time tor one subject 
in problem 31B: ~is accounts tor the ditterent N's in question l. and 
answer and tqtal time. The sae subject did not attempt solving problem 
35B. 
r-= _______________ ___, 
TABLE 2 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCF.B BETWEEN TIV'.i.E SCORE: ;MEANS 
OF SUCCESSIVE INTERQUESTION PERIODS IN ALL PROBLEMS 
j Interquestiorl 
! Periods 
Problem I a b 
' 
! 
! MD OM N : :t:" 
I 'D ·value 
-- ------+---------------·----- ·-··--·-··· --· ·I·-· ---··-- --·-·-··--·-L-..... ________ .;_ _._,j_ ___ _ 
Ii 3 - 2 '17.885 29.125 1' -11.240 i 8.579 ~ 20 -l.310 31A I ! l ; I 4 - 3 : 26.220 26.540 j -0.320 1 5.259 1 5 -0.061 
----·---1-··· --.. ----··-·-··-·-+--·--·-·---- -·- ______________ ,,_ -----·-·---1- ..... ------·i----------
1 3 - 2 l 48.418 49.177 I -0.759 I 8.265 I 22 -0.092 
31B I 4 3 l 56.038 55.546 o.492 ! 7. 716 ! 13 0.064 
' I ' ! 
-- ---i-:--~- ~---r ~~::~~-- ···· ~~~::~ -· · ~~-:~~+-~;:~~~h~r :: :: 
35A 4 - 3 l 34.500 32.940 1.560 I B.140 I 5 I 0.192 
5 4 I aa.a50 21.925 60.925 49.293 j 4 ! i.236 
··--· --- .... _. - ·- ----· --·-·-··-·- -·-!...--. - ....... - ....... - ........ " --· -- ... ··-·· ........ ------.. - '" ...... ----------1--·-i-· ---
3 2 I 56.659 56.467 0.192 14.266 i 27 I 0.014 
4 3 ! 11 .689 69.006 8.683 20.494 18 i o.424 
5 4 ~36.aa6 53.086 a3.aoo 50.403 1 1 I 1.663 
! ! l 
6 5 ! 25.450 75.750 -50.300 24.375 l 4 ! 2.064 
-------- ·3--:---2-t-41 -:;,7-0- 39.a43-·· --·--7-~·921 5.9a3r-30-t-1-:325 
! I 
3 l 49.090 47.770 l.320 8.342 . 30 0.158 
35B 
4 
l 
5 4 ! 55.864 48.625 7.239 13.580 28 0.533 I 
I 
6 5 I 36.209 41.641 -5.432 10.212 22 -0.532 
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6 144.500 36.190 8.310 1.165 7 7.131 20 
8 7 I 51. 747 48.153 3.594 12.104 17 0.297 
9 8 34.144 46.766 -12.622 10.360 91-1.218 
l10 9 I 9.628 37.071 -27.443 11.367 7 !-2.414 
: 
t-values non-significant 
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Table 3 presents the results ot the analysis ot variance ot the time 
score means ot two groups ot subjects tor tirat question period (1), second 
question period (2), and the answer period (A) in problem 31A. The groups 
compared were ideal-tactic group including nine subjects and good-tactic group 
with twenty subjects. The mean performance tst the two groups as plotted tor 
each ot the periods is presented in Figure 3. The number ot interquestion 
period.a considered in this and other problems is a function ot the length ot 
the ideal tactic. Since in both problems,3l1the respective ideal tactics 
have two questions, only one interquestion period., viz., question 2 period, 
vu included in the corresponding analyses. 
The two non-significant F ratios in Table 3 indicate that the time 
measure protilea in problem 3lA are parallel (F • 1.609, dt • 2, 54) and that 
the groups do not ditter (:r • 1.020, dt • 1, 27). However, inspection ot the 
protiles in Figure 3 suggested that application ot a more powertul teat might 
indicate a difference between the groups. As indicated by Morrison (1967) a 
two-sample t statistic vu computed trom the sums ot the time scores on the 
three periods. It was tound that the grand mean ot the ideal-tactic group vu 
significantly lower (one-sided t) than the grand mean ot the good-tactic group 
at the .05 level Ct • -l.750, dt • 27) as shown in Table 4. Finally, the 
statistical hypothesis ot equivalent parameters in the three periods was 
rejected at the .001 level of confidence (F • 13.266, dt • 2, 54). 
In order to determine which periods differed within and between groups, 
• 
Schett' intervals vere calculated. The results are presented in Table 5 
indicating: 1) Regardless ot grottfs, the tirst question dittered aignit-
,...-; __________________________________________________ 4__, 
r~ 
TABLE 3 
ANALYSIS OF VARIA.'ICE OP' TIME SCORE MF.A.NS OJI' "IDEAL" AlfD nGOOD" GROUPS 
Source 
FOR THREE EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS I!f PBOBLE4 31A 
Sum ot 
Squares 
Degrees ot 
Freedom 
Mean 
Square F 
--·------··-· .. -·-·""--"---·-·-· - -------.. ---..-~ ................. - ..... ~.------·--~---····---·--~··-----"·----~"'·----- .... ._,_ 
~et~e.!_~ Su~~cts 
r 2'Gzro11ps 
Subjects within . 
Groups 
~!!~~ ~~J.!.c.t~ 
Periods (l, 2' A) 
.) 
Period.a x Grtoups 
Periods x Subjects 
within Groups 
Tot8.l. 
••• p < .001 
36~67_.347 
1321.708 
34846.039 
57~.2!..3~7 
18153.051 
2201.131' 
36945.162 
_ ... ~-•- .... ~ --~--
93467.094 
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Figure 3. ?roblem 31A: Mea.n time score profiles for three 
experimental periods -- Ideal- and good-tactic' groups . 
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TABLE 4 
t-VALUES 10R THE D!fFERDCJS BETWEE!l 
PROFILE LEVELS BASED 01' TIME MEASURES 
IB THE VERBAL PROBLEMS 
-·-·---
--------·---- -... -----· -
• 
Tacticf'lgroup I l 
- -- al\t Problem Ideal I Good Bad 
-··-----~--·-----·-~~ ---- i--·--
M 88.400 113.675 
--
14.418 
3lA 
I 9 20 
- -
___ ... 
-
M -- 231.171 301.43 35.81.0 
31B 14 N 10 
--~T- i.-..,-- --.. -- ---· 
M 125.306 204.450 -- 10.868 
35A 
N lT 11 
----
r----·--1-1>· 
·-
-·,..-
M 
--
320.043 226.00 40.776 
35B 
N 21 4 
dt t-T&l.ue 
2T -1.750• 
-
22 -1.960• 
26 -1.282••• 
23 2.306:,:: 
-------------··-~----.--...... ~-----------+----·--------
• p < • 05 (one-tailed teat) 
:;• p < .05 (1)tte-tailed teat) 
*** p < • 001 Cin@=.tailed teat) 
TABLE 5 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 
PERIODS IN PROBLEM 31A 
~ .. - --- ,,.__ ... _____ ,, __ .,_,,~·--·-·- ·-~ .. ·---·--··»---··-- -·---µ· ..... _ ... ___ . _____ --- -··-·-------- __ ,.., ....... -- ""' - -·- --·---- ..... ,.-...... -~ ----
i-----·-... --··-----~~---------------------·-----------------··-<;----'---•--· .. <-·-·-·-------
Schett~ Intervals 
I 
Comparison : Overall l Ideal : Good 
____ h_.._. •• _..__.,._,_. ________ ,,.,,._.. _ _..., _______ "' ____ .___ __ ,_, _________ .,.,,,.,___~_'"°'•"'••·w•-· ..... -..----..-~-·---
' '. i 
l 'YB• 2 5.622 -- 53.937••• 2. T88 -- 79.034••• i ! 4.192 -- 45.343• 
I 
; 
l vs. A 6.466 -- 56.410•• 119.121 -- ao.190••• I -4.996 -- 51.416 
2 vs. A ~20.362 -- 23.680 I 1.650 -- 15.839* l-33.174 -- 30.114 
I ' ! I j 
' 
r-·· -·-··-·-·-···--······----i--···-. --··---·- -----· --·-·-·-·----------
1 i . : 
I l ' 2 I A 
' I 
"··-·-· ---· - -----·~·-·-·----··------- - ·-··- ·--- ---·--·-- ·- ···- -·-- .... --···-··i····-··- -··~ ·---··-·-- . ·-------... 
Ideal vs. 
I I 
' Good· 
-00 -- 16.400 -00 -- 6.140 ! -00 -- -4.318•• 
I 
--·-·· -· ·--... -- -----~------ -· - -- _,, ..... ____ ........... ,_, ---·------... --·----~----.... !. ... ~--·····--.. --·--· -·--------...... -
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
••• p < .001 
~ 
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11cantly from question 2 and the answer beyond the .001 level and the .Ol leTel 
irespectiTefy. The question 2 mean and the answer mean were not signiticantly 
ditterent. 2) The same pattern ot signiticant ditterencea is observed in the 
ideal-tactic group, plua a ditterence between question 2 and the anaver signif-
icant beyond the • 05 leTel. 3) For the good-tactic group, the only signiticant 
~ontrast between period means , was between the tirat and the second questions 
at the .05 leTel. 4) The only signitiaant indiTidual comparison between groups 
vaa between the answer period means, beyond the .Ol lnel. Thua the results 
seem to indicate that the ditterence between the groups is mainly due to the 
lower answer period mean in the ideal-tactic group. Theretore the results in 
problem 3lA are seen to proTide support in taTor of the hypothesis that there 
would be differences between the time scores of sub#-cta uaing ditterent 
cognitive approaches to the solution ot a problem. 
The results ot the analyais ot variance for problem 31B are presented in 
Table 6. Regarding their approach to the solution ot this problem, the subject• 
were divided. into good-tactic group (n • 14) and bad-tactic group (n • 10). Twc 
subjects tolloved the ideal tactic but they were not included in the analysis: 
The saall nU11ber ot cases would hardl.7 -.lte them representative of a group. 
Rovner, their protile means are included in Figure 4 to ahow a general trend 
tound in all the problems. The results are similar to those obtained in proble11 
31A: l) Though the 1 ratio shoved no difference between the groups (F • 1.281, 
dt • l, 22) , a directional t-test tor uncorrelated means indicated that the 
good-tactic group mean time vaa aigniticantly lover beyond the .05 level Ct • 
-1.960, dt • 22) aa shown in Table i.. 2) There i• no groups-by-periods inter-
action (JI'• l.213, dt • 2, 44), i.e., the protile means are parallel. 3) The 
TABLE 6 
-· 
.. --------~- .. - ·--··,.,,--..,- __ ,, .._..., ,~-..........-.--., .......... ·-
___ .. , __ ... __ ................ .,.--··---·-·----~---·- ... --""'- ...... ........... 
-
Bua ot Degr~es of' tMeea 
Source Square• Jllreec1Ga '8qwLre 
' 
-
_,....._ .... _ 
Between SubJecta it4~63.1'/J n 
Groupe 9598.297 1 9598.291 1.281 
SUbJeota vi.thin 16lt.865.196 22 71'93.873 
Grolapa 
Within~-!. ~_g_13.1i.Q. ~ 
Perl.ode (1, 2, A) '9863.6o1 2 '1t93l.80l 6.801t•• 
Periods x Qroup9 121t'6.T51 2 6228.316 1.213 
Pv1o4a x 811.bJen• 225893.381 44 5133.~l 
vithin Groups 
_._.._,..._ ..... _,.,~ 
-
Mal a.82617.233 71 
.. p < .01 
! 
I ! 
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xperimental periods differed significantly beyond the .Ol level (F • 6.804, 
As shown in Table 7, multiple comparisons among the period means 
ndicated that the contrast responsible tor the significant F ratio was that 
etween the tirst and the second questions (p < .01). 4) Comparisons among the 
eriC>ds within each group indicated that periods l and 2 also dittered signit-
cantly in both the good-tactic and the bad-tactic groups. 5) In the good-
actic group alone, period l was found to differ trom the answer period at the 
• .05 level ot significance. other comparisons within the groups did not 
each customary levels ot confidence. 6) Given that the hypothesis of equal 
oup levels had been rejected, a one-sided simultaneous confidence interval 
et was used to determine which individual period means ware significantly 
Aa seen in Table 7, the confidence interval for the difference in 
he answer period means ot the groups, is the only interval where zero is not 
ncluded. Thia indicates, as was the case in problem 3lA with the ideal-tactic 
up, that the answer period mean ot the 'good' group is smaller than the 
aver mean ot the 1bad' group at the 5 percent joint significance level. 
eretore it would appear that the significant one-tailed t tests tor over-all 
itference between the groups in both problems 31, is largely dUe.to the 
eadiness with which a more parsimonious approach leads to solving the problem. 
Table 8 presents the results ot the analysis of variance of' the period 
Since the ideal tactic to solve this problem, as well 
the ideal tactic ot problem 35B has three questions, two interquestion 
riods were considered in the analys•s ot problem 35, ~iz., question 2 period 
question 3 period. Comparison of these two periods provided a turther test 
t the main hypothesis ot this study. Tvo groups were distinguished in problem 
TABLE 7 
SCHEFF:£ INTERVALS FOR THE DIFFERENCES BETWEF.N 
EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS IN PROBLEM 3lB 
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~-- , ... ·---~-·-·-~- --·----- --- ---·-.... -------·-- ____ . ______ , _____ .. ________ ------... -----·-
i---·- -- ---·-~-,--- ·-------------···------··-,----·-··-····----.. --------·-·-- ----"------· 
Within Subjects and Groups 
--·-·------·---·-------~--Goocf-tactrc------·----- Bad.:tactic-
Comparison All Subjects . Group Group 
-· ---------- -----------~-,-~J-----·-----~----+----·-------------t 
1 vs. 
1 vs. 
~ 
2 vs. 
2 
A 
A 
23.374 -- i27.709•••1 0.502 -- 124.840**'·1 22.479 -- 164.641•• 
-16.341 -- 110.491 j 12.394 -- 110.449• ; -138.720 -- 192.TOO 
-98.562 -- 41.629 !_59.522 -- 57.022 -228.564 -- 95.424 
----· --------------------~·----.. ----------·~----------
Between Groups 
------------------------------·-·,-------------·-·----
Comparison 
l 
2 
A 
• p < .05 
** p < .01 
••• p < .001 
Good-tactic 
-00 
-00 
-00 
vs. Bad-tactic 
2.005 
28.254 
-0. 758* 
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TABLE 8 
AllALYSIS OF VARIAllCX OF TIME 8CORI MIAIS OF "IDEAL" AID llOOOD" GROUPS 
FOR JOUR J:XPXftl1illlT.AL PERIODS Ill PROBL!M 35.A 
---- ......... _,.. 
-
·- ... -~-----··-- ......... ..,_ ...... __ .... __ 
Source 
Between Sub~ecta 
Groupa 
Sub3eota within 
Groups 
Within SUbJecta 
Periods (1, 2, 3, A) 
Period.a z Groupe 
Periods s SubJecta 
vithin Groups 
Total 
•• p < .01 
••• p c .001 
8uJB ot Degreee ot 
Square a Freed.Oil 
.. _ .. _ ...... _ 
26632.o§I gr_ 
6122.981' 1 
20516.os.t. 26 
!.Q.JO~.~ .}2§. 81' 
6098l.Sl5 3 
764.'413 3 
45350.399 T8 
......,..___.....,._ 
133735.395 lll 
-··--··---······-· 
__ ......, __ 
Mean 
Square p 
-.-------.. -~--
6122.984 7.760•• 
T89.060 
20321.172 31t.962H• 
254.8<>4 .438 
581.41, 
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35A: an ideal-tactic group which included 17 subjects, and a good-tactic group 
comprising 11 subjects. One of the two subjects who followed a bad tactic 
asked only two questions. Therefore, neither were considered in the analysis, 
nor have their profile means been plotted in Figure 5. Figure 5 shove the 
profile means tor the "ideal" and "good" groups. Table 8 indicates that the 
hypothesis of parallel mean profiles in the population is indeed most tenable, 
the F ratio being 0.438 with dt 111 3, 78. The remaining F ratios indicate: 
1) that the groups differ significantly beyond the .01 level (F • 34.962, dt • 
3, 78). As seen trom Table 9, the Schett~ multi-comparison method tor 
repeated measures indicated the first question period as significantly dif-
ferent from the answer and trom the two interquestion periods, i.e., questions 
2 and 3, beyond the .001 level o:f' significance. A similar analysis performed 
within each group ot subjects replicated those differences in the ideal-tactic 
group plus a difference between the mean ot question 3 and the answer period 
mean that reached the .05 level o'f significance. The Schettf method did not 
shov any relevant di:f'terences among the period means in the good..,tactic group. 
However, the less conservative approach ot Newman-Keuls indicated question l 
as significantly different from questions 2 and 3 and the answer. 
As proceeded in the previous analyses, individual di:t'f'erences were also 
studied in problem 35A. Having accepted the absence of' a tactic-by-period 
interaction baaed on the time scores, the over-all gross conclusion of unequal 
mean vectors was resolved into differences between individual period means 
attributable to level or height of' the profiles. Consistent with the one-
sided hypothesis teated against the null hypothesis ot difference between 
groups, directional tests were used to determine the significance of 
TABLE 9 
SCHEFP't INTERIALS FOR THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS IN PROBLEM 35A 
-·----------------·------ .... --··~· -· . ...-·-------· .. -·-----·-~-------------·--------~-· ---.----·-------------· ... ---·· ... -·--·-·"''-"·-------·---
Within Subjects and Groups 
------------------------- -·-·--;-·--rae~ac'fic"---------·· ---uooa=i-ac-uc----
comparison: All Subjects i Group I G1'oup 
~ --- ---~--;.---- ..... -------·----------""-t-.. ----·------------.. ----------t------_________ __.. 
i vs. 21 i5.555 -- a1.681•••1 2.954 -- 103.105••• I -2.191 -- 100.136 
I I i 
1 vs. 31 14.194 -- 88.228•••! .134 -- 98.490••• ! -4.308 -- 107.508 
i ! I 
l vs. Al 18.672 -- 98.135•••j 12.732 -- 113.304*** i-16.944 -- 119.490 
I 
2 vs. 31-13.902 -- ll.o88 l-16.378 -- 8.343 1-30.970 -- 36.224 
2 vs. i Aj-10.400 -- 23.971 
3 vs. Aj -7.262 -- 23.648 
-3.413 -- 22.790 
I 2.498 -- 24.914• 
i 
1-48.193 -- 52.793 
1-44.642 -- 43.987 
- .. ---------------·-·--!-... .. --·-··-·---------------- ______ .... 
Between Groups 
Comparison Ideal-tactic vs. Good-tactic 
--~------------··----------------,------------------
1 -00 
--
6.174 
i 
' 2 
( 
-00 -3.625**** ! --
I 3 -l.754** i -00 --
i 
I 
-l.927**** A I -00 --
---~-~----__.._._ ____ . _____ ... ____________ ~···--·---------~--------------.a. 
••• 
• p < 
•• p < 
p < 
p < •••• 
.05 
.025 
.001 
.0005 
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individual ditterences. As seen trom Table 9, the 'ideal' group means on 
questions 2 and 3 and on the answer were signiticantly lover than the respec-
tive means tor the 'good' group. There was no ditterence between groups 
regarding the average time they took to ask the first question. 
Table 10 presents the results of the analysis ot variance ot the per&od 
means tor problem 35B. There was a 'good' and a 'bad' group. Their profile 
tmeans have been plotted in Figure 6. Only two subjects followed the ideal 
tactic in this prob~em. They were not included in the analysis of the data, 
~ut their profile means have been plotted in Figure 6. Neither significant 
groups-by-periods interaction (F • l.212, dt • 3, 69), nor ditterence between 
~he groups (F = 1.329, dt • l, 23) were found. This led to the acceptance of 
~oth the parallelism hypothesis and the hypothesis ot equal profile levels. The 
one-sided t test tor the difference between the total group means did not show 
a significant departure in the predicted direction. Contrary to the expectatioz:a 
the total mean tor the bad-tactic group was lover than the grand mean f:(yF the 
'good' group as readily seen by inspection ot the profiles in Figure 6. A§ had 
been the case in the analyses ot both problems 31 and problem 35A, the hy-
pothesis of equal response or period ettects was also rejected in problem 35B 
' 
{F • 22.583~ df • 3, 69) at the .001 level ot contidence. The Schettf approach 
was used to set simultaneous contidence intervals and test tor signiticance 
comparisons among the periods. As shown in Table 11 the tirst question period 
was significantly difterent from questions 2 and 3 and f'rom the answer in the 
multiple comparison sense beyond the .001 leTel. Consistent with the finding 
ot equal tactic ettects and no tactic-by-period interaction, contrasts among 
the period means within each tactic-group showed the same pattern ot 
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TABLE 10 
ANALYSIS OP' V.4.'RI.ANCE OF TlME SCORE MEA11S O'P' '1ooon•1 .MD "MD" GROUPS 
... - .... --... --·- ---··- ... -... ·-~--·-'""'"""" .. ,,.-..• ~-·-... --... ··------------------
Source 
·-------..... ----·--··· ... -----,-----· 
Swa of 
Square• 
Degrees of 
FreedCll , 
·--.. --.. ,__ ....... ___ ,.,...-... -.----.----.---·-.... ---------·.......--
Between SubJeote l35ll4 •. a:g 24 
-
Groupe 1429.009 l 1429.009 1-. 329 
Subj ed• vi thin 128525.843 23 5588.080 
Groupe 
Within ~U.bJecta 32,0~.438 1.i. 
Period.a (l. 2, 3. A) 156858.T~ 3 52286.265 :::2. 5a3o•u• 
Periods x Oroupa 8418.228 3 2Bo6.076 l.212 
Period.a x SU.bJecta 159154.415 69 2315.231 
vitbin Grou.pJ11 
Total 460986.290 99 
------,·----.~ ... -·-,..··4-,..--.~---·-------------
••• p < .001 
,,.--
' 
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TABLE 11 
SC!IEFF'1! INTERVALS FOR THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS IN PROBLEM 35B 
'1, I i ' B&d' Group 
' All Subjects ' 'Good' Group ler1tical Total 
Comparisons I Schette Interval I Schette Interval l Value Ditterences 
- --- ---·---~- ---~'" ___ " ______________ ---r-··------------- -----------+ ----·---------
1 .... 2 I 19.593 -- 154.414•••1 3.665 -- 182.217•••1 171.l 1T4.T• 
l va. 3 I 44.349 -- 129.213••• 3a.19a -- 144.691••• l i91.5 200.6* 
I 
1 vs. A 41.614 -- 163.616*** 34.851 -- 188.682*** 138.6 172.7* 
2 vs. 
2 vs. 
3 ! -44.427 -- 44.812 
A I -23.335 -- 54.557 
3 vs. A -28.212 --- 59.820 
-59.541 -- 56.494 138.6 
-30.457 -- 68.047 I 138.6 
-35.879 -- 76.518 ! 171.l 
25.9 
2.0 
-· -----~------·--------------1- _____________ J __________ _ 
• p < .05 
... p < .001 
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signiticant at the .001 level in the 'good' group and at the .05 
'bad' group. In none ot the three sets of comparisons were the 
ema.ining contrasts significant. The Schett6 method vas used tor the compariso 
n the 'good' group, while the Newman-Keuls method (Winer, 1962) was utilized i 
robing the period 4itterences in the bad-tactic group. The results of these 
omparisons, specifically the non-significant difference between the inter-
ueation periods, i.e •• the ditfeeence between the average times tor asking the 
econd and the third questions, provide further support to the major research 
As regards problem 42, no distinction was made between the subjects rel-
tive to their approach to the solution of the problem. Previous research had 
hown that many subjects are often misled by the questions in this problem. TW'o 
a) &ODle subjects realize the adequate tactic atter having 
sked one or tvo questions, b) some subjects ask most of or all the questions 
ithout following any planned tactic. In the second case a subject DlaY' either 
ive a wrong answer or find no solution, or reviewing the information provided 
y the answers, realize a posteriori which the tactic and the solution are. 
ncidentally, the le.st situation is responsible tor the high mean ot the answer 
eriod in this problem, which is not found in the analysis ot the verbal prob-
ems with the exception of problem 31B. According to our definition ot a good 
actic, namely, all those tactics that provide sutticient int<>1111&tion to solve 
he problem, the subjects falling in both the situations above mentioned would 
e included in a. ''good.'' group. It was :telt that such a group would not 
epresent a unitary cognitive approach to the solution of the problem, and that 
he rigid application ot a criterion might lead to irrelevant interpretation ot 
However, the fact that the ideal tactic has tour questions and 
f 
that subjects tend to ask many questions in this problem, made possible the 
determination ot several interquestion periods, the contrasts among which 
provided a further test on the main hypothesis ot constant rate. 
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For problem 42. then, two analyses of variance ot the means of the time 
scores for the experimental periods were performed: one included all those 
subjects who had asked at least five questions, 28 subjects; the other com-
prised 17 subjects who has asked at least eight questions. Therefore, there 
were tour interqueation periods in the first analysis, and seven in the second 
analysis. The results are reported in Tables 12 and 13 respectively, and the 
profiles have been plotted in Figure 7. In both analyses the F ratios reached 
the .001 level ot significance (F • 12.258, dt • 5, 135; and F • 11.741, df • 
8, 128), indicating that there were some contrasts between the period mean 
times which would lead to rejecting the null hypothesis. 
Two more analysis of variance were pertormed on the interquestion periods 
included in each ot the previous analyses. The results, as seen in Tables 14 
and 15 respectively, showed no ditterences between interquestion periods in any 
case (F • 1.223, dt • 3, 81; and F • o.641, dt • 6, 96). These analyses were 
performed uo substitute a single test tor all possible contrasts among the 
interquestion periods considered in the two previous analyses. The results 
provide further support to the original t-tests computed on the difference 
between successive interquestion periods only. Again the main research 
hypothesis seems to be supported by the results. Application of the Scheff' 
method in connection to the analyses shown in Tables 12 and 13, indicated the 
following: 1) the time taken to ask the first question and the answer time are 
r 
TABLE 12 
ANALYSIS OP' VARIANCE OF TIME SCORE MEANS OF 28 SUBJECTS 
FOR SIX EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS IN PROBLEM 42 
Source 
Between ~ubjects 
Period.a (1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, A) 
Reaidue.l 
Total 
Sum ot 
Square a 
151~34.951 
591632_! 00§. 
1&4732.823 
406902.185 
----·-·----... -
749169.959 
Degrees ot 
Freedom 
?1 
140 
5 
135 
---
167 
Mean 
Square 
36946.565 
3014.090 
63 
F 
12.258••• 
--------·-·--- _,__ -- -·-··- ·- ·----·-·--·------·------ --·-------··-·--·-··-· -----1 
••• p < .001 
l 
TABLE 13 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TIME SCORE MEANS OF 17 SUBJECTS 
FOR NIBE EXPERIMENTAL PERIODS IN PROBLEM 42 
64 
-----------~ .. ---·----- -~--- .. - __ ,.._ ____ ·--·----------·---~-----·---------'···- .. ---·- ·-·-·---·-------_______ ,._. ___ ·~-· ·---· ... _._ ___ _  ,._.. ..... - ... ~ -··- -- · --~ ...... ~ -~· -·- -- ...-.~--... - ·---··--·- -· 
Source 
Sum ot 
Squares 
Degrees ot 
Freedom 
Mean 
Square F 
____ h ___ .,. __ ,._ ~----- .... ----· .... _____ -·-.... .-- ___ ..... -··-· -- --·-·---~------- ... --·-.. -- ---~·----~-...-------~---·-
!!!_~veen Subjects 
Periods (1, 2, 3, 4, 
5,6,T,8,A) 
Residual 
Total 
••• p < .001 
93932.083 
48,1658_~689 
203854.309 
277804.380 
575590.772 
8 
128 2170.3ti7 
152 
TABLE 14 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE MEANS OF FOUR INTERQUESTION 
TIMES BASED ON 28 SUBJECTS WHO ASKED 
AT LEAST FIVE QUESTIO?lS Ili PROBLE:-1: 42 
65 
__ .__. ____ ·-.. ---.................. ------.. ·-~.-..----.-... ---···--·- .. -------~--"---·~ .... ---~--~----·----- _ ..___ -~-·~ ... _ _,, . .,., .... ..__, ____ ----·---~ ----
---- ·---·--··--·-.-.---.... --.·-----.. ··---·--·-·- ....... -... ---... --·-~--~-··-·--·- ·~-- ____ .. , __ ,._, ........ ·--- ·-~- ---~-------------· ... ··~ .. -----·- .... ---·-.. ----
Source 
!?~t-~~ Subj ecte 
~1 thi~ SubJ e_~.1!_ 
Interquestion 
Periods 
Residual 
Total 
Sum ot 
Squares 
75..Q§.2~8<! 
1967l.2rg 
3451.804 
76222.768 
_______ ,., .... -
154740.252 
Degrees ot 
Freedom 
2T 
84 
3 
81 
lll 
Mean 
Square 
1150.602 
941.022 
F 
1.223 
-·--·-----·· --·-·-·-·--···· ---····- -· . ------·--····· .. -· ·-·-···-·····-- ··---··-.. ·--· ---------.. ···---------------
F ratio not significant 
l 
Source 
TABLE 15 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE MEANS OF SEVEN INTERQUESTIO.N 
TIMES BASED ON 17 SUBJECTS WHO ASKED AT LEAST 
EIGHT QUESTIONS I.N PROBLPM 42 
Sum of 
Squares 
Degrees ot 
Freedom 
Mean 
Square 
66 
F 
... -----··- ----- --·-··----------·---- -------·-·-·· ... ,. ... _____ ., __ ------------------··------------
Interquestion 
Periods 
Residual 
Total 
40~}..9~072 
92~~-?..·.!~f 
3578.006 
89364.180 
133861.258 
!.§. 
102 
6 
96 
118 
596.334 
930.877 
.641 
-------···-----------··--·-- ·-------------------------·---------------·--.. ----------· 
F ratio not significant 

r ___________________ _ 
ttm 
signiticantly difterent trom the time elapsed between questions beyond the .Ol 
level, but 2) they are not different between themselves. 
A BUJlllll&rY ot the results obtained for the verbal problems is presented in 
Table 16 where a plus sign denotes significance and a minus sign denotes non-
significance. All the individual comparisons that reached a customary level ot 
significance are indicated. 
Inspection of Table 16 and Figures 3 through 7 indicates that there is a 
definite difference between the three types of periods defined in this study, 
namely, the first question period or "understanding11 the problem, the inter-
question periods or "solving" the problem, and the answer period or finding the 
solution of the problem. In all problems and at all leTels ot approach, the 
time elapsed until the first question was asked stands as significantly dit-
terent from all interquestion times. The first question time is also ditterent 
trom the answer period in all problems vith the exception ot 31B and 42. 
It was already suggested that in problem 42, many subjects realize the 
tactic to solve the problem only af'ter reviewing the intormation provided by 
the questions they had already asked. When this happens, the length ot the 
answer period increases considerably and the resulting mean tends to obscure 
the ettect ot those subjects that follow a more or less itraighttorward tactic 
and get to the solution more readily. This interpretation is supported by the 
observation ot the ,ertormances during the testing sessions. In problem 31B 
the 11bad 0 group is responsible tor the high total answer maan and the resulting 
non-significance ot its contrast with the tirat question mean. 
r _______________ ~ 
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TABLE 16 
SUMMARY OP RESULTS OBTAINED IN 
THE VERBAL PROBLEMS 
I , 
Pr~~l~~---· . __ 11_I'.'_t_•r~i:_°'.'_ __ ~ __ :_act1"__'.1rou2'_6 __ -f----------~er~-~~- -·-31A Over:1~ ----~---L_:_ ____ ~ ________ : _____ _ 
Indivi- I I I.All subjects: l-2, 1-A 
dual Com-I ~ A Ideal Group: l-2, l-A, 2-A 
parisons l jGood Group: 1-2 
-- ---~;r_;.J.1-i- ------· :·- --- -.--·------.------~·-!·--------- -··------:; .. -------------
318 Iildirl.:-f-------- ---- -t- ----------f :u1·subJOCt·,;·,--1-·2· ----------
dual Com-1 I A IGoOd Group: 1-2, l-A parison~ Bad Group: 1-2 
--·:.;;--~-- ---,--·--w·~--··•- ___ ,, ________ ., .... ._ __ ,...~_,. ___ ......._...,_,,.._••--··'"' -.. -........ _._. .. -. -____ .. ____ ..__,.., __ _ 
Over-all - + + 
35A ---·· - -----··" ----·-- , ______ ,. __ .. __________ ... _. __ ,,_ _______ .. __ -------·-----· 
Indivi- 2, 3, A All Subjects: l-2, 1-3, 1-A 
I 
dual Com-, Ideal Group: l-2, l-3, 1-A, 3-A 
parisona Good Groupi. 1-2, 1-8, 1-A 
--o;e;:~-~t-- ·---::-·-·--···- ------------·---·- ·------------- ---- -· ;·--.. ------------
--------1----·-----·------·-·-·-.. -~.---- ·-- -----··------.. --- .. -·-···----·-··-·-- ·--------
35B Indivi- j All Subjects: l-2, 1-3, l-A 
dual Com~ - Good Group: 1-2, 1-3, l-A 
parisons ; j' , Bad Grol1p: 1-2, 1-3, 1-A 
.. I 
·-··---·-··-_j_ ____ , ______________ .. _,_. _______ "_" ------···------ ------· ... ________ --··--------,---
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Aa to their approach to the solution ot the problems, the time perf'ormance 
ot &ll groups was similar within each problem. The parallelism hypothesis vu 
accepted in &ll cases, as the pattern of' differences between adjacent periods 
was &like in &ll groups. However. the prof'ile heights were ditf'erent in the 
sense that the group ot subjects tolloving a more parsimonious tactic had a 
total mean time score aignif'icantly lover. Individual comparisons of the 
periods between groups indicated that the aver-all di:t'terence vas mainly -.due to 
the answer period., which wu aigniticantly shorter in the more parsimonious 
group. These findings substantiate one of' the hypothesis of the st'tl<.lY. namely, 
that there would be differences between time scores at ditterent levels of' 
problem solving ability. 
Groups within each verbal problem Vere tu.rther compared as regards their 
mean speed score. Aa previously stated, a mean speed score vu defined tor 
each subject as the average of the interquestion times. The mean speed score 
means, standard deviations and coef'ticients ot variation. for the different 
groups of subjects in each problem, as veil aa tor the combined groups, are 
given in '!'able 17. The only significant difference was between the ideal-tactic 
and good-tactic groupa in problem 35A be10nd the • 001 level ("Dr.! • 4 .169, t • 
4. o88). This is totally conaistent vi th the reaults obtained in the previous 
anal79ea • where problem 35A vaa the only proble in which the interqueation 
period.a were different between the groups. Inspection. of Table 17 indicates 
that the "ideal" and. 11good11 groups in probl• 35A a.re comparable in te?'JU ot 
absolute variability (coefficients of variation) of their mean speed acorea, 
which results in enhancing the difference of central tendency between the 
groups. 
TABLE 11 
MEADS, STAliDARD DEVIATIONS AffD OOEPl'!C!mrrs OF VARIATION 
or MF.Alf SPEED SCORES IN BACH PROBL!'M 
Tl 
-·-------------------------·----·~---------·----------------·---... ,------------
1'ut1o Oroup8 
--~~--~~--~~-~--~·~ i 
Probla ! Icle&l Good 1a4 I 
·--·-·--__ .._i ...... ---···-------~------+-~ -·-· -··-
M 
31A 
3lB 
CV 
35A 
" 35B 
I 
l 
42 0 I 
' 
' j 
l 
I 
18.741' 
5.175 
19.510 
2 
--
--
--
16 .. 100 
90.810 
I 
! 
I 
I 
30 
---...... ~ ... --- ... ---· ·------.... ..._,,., _________ ,__ ____ , ___ _ 
r 
l 
--------------------------------------------------------------~ 12 
The etteot ot degree ot difficulty on ditterent aapeota ot the time per-
tormance vaa studied in the v•rbal probleos regard.lees of problem solving 
abilit.y, aiven that subjects do not foll.av necessarily the eae type ot tactic 
tbrolighou.t the problem.a. Since degrN ot dittioUl.ty ot th• problems has been 
aaeumed t.o be a hnction of logical atructure and mode ot p:Nsentation (lan-
guage), 2 x 2 factorial deeigna vith repeated meuureaenta in both factors ware 
utilised tor the stuq of: l) the tf.rat question period., 2) the e.never period, 
3) total time. and 4) mean apeed. 
As ahovn in Table• lB through 21. the reeult• ot the anal.yau are sbdlar 
tor all the time aeaaurea with the onl¥ e.xceptiOD ot the e1'hct ot •truoture 
on the anner period. The reaulta indicate: l) Jfara.llel protuea rega:r41.eaa 
ot time meaaure. i.e., there vu no interaction betveea structure aud language 
in &DJ' cue. 2) Lugu.age affected. aipifioatl.T the tour t.im.e meaaurea: the 
&n8ftl' period at the .01 level, au4 tirst queat1on, ~al time and 1'ftHl1 epeed 
scOl'e 'bqon4 the .001 level of eipj.ticumoe. 3) Degree ot ecmplttx1ty ot the 
logieal. etructure produced changes eigniticant at the .05 ltmtl in the time 
pertonu.nae aa meuured in the first queetion period, total. ti• an4 mean speed 
aoore. 4) i1b.e auver period vu not attected by the atncture ot the problem. 
Ia figure 8 the mean ot t.he tirat ff.\lfl8tion period in the four problaa YU 
plotted twice 10 u to obtain th• profile ot each ettect, atruoture and l ..... _ --.=-
at both level• ot the other.. The profile• at the lett represent the etteat ot 
logical structure at beth mod.eti ot preaentation., language A and B. The protilH 
at the right indicate the ef'tect ot language at logieal etructure 31 and 35. 
S:JmUar protilea have been plotted 1n Pigurea 9, 10, and 11 fOl' tbe effect o'f 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE MEANS OF THE FIRST QUESTION 
FOR 29 SUBJECTS IN FOUR VERBAL PROBL!2.fS 
:=..--::::=:::..-::-:::::::..-:=:::-..:::::-::::-:-...:::::::::::.:::::::.::: s~ ~:-:::-:::.::.-:.=:=-.~ n~~;e~=;- ~i: ... ~::=Jrean ·-::::...-=....'7-:::::: -
Source Squares Freedom Square F 
Bet~ SubJecta 151441.455 28 
Within Subjects 228018.878 87 
Structure a 5699.4ll 1 5699.4ll 4.323• 
Structures x Subjects 36917.962 28 1318.499 
73 
Languages 128291.805 1 128291.805 91.354••• 
Languages x Subjects 
Structures x Languages 
Structures x Languages 
x Subjects 
Total 
• p < .05 
••• p < .001 
39321.368 
1307.846 
16480.486 
-~--·--··-~-
379460.333 
28 1404.335 
1 1307.846 2.222 
28 588.589 
115 
TABLE 19 
ANALYSIS OF VARIAi"iCE OF THE MEANS OF THE ANSWER 
FOR 29 SUBJECTS IN FOUR VERBAL PROBLEMS 
Source 
~-'!!!!!. Sub.1 ects 
Within SubJects 
Structure• 
Structures x Subjects 
Languages 
Languages x Subjects 
structures x Languages 
Structures x Languages 
x Subjects 
Total 
** p < .Ol 
Sum ot 
Squares 
114382.804 
34~gre.632 
8688.062 
92308.145 
30132.083 
103025.515 
5848.980 
100675.847 
---~-·--
455661.436 
Degrees ot Mean 
Freedom Square 
28 
81 
l 8688.062 
28 3296.719 
l 30732.083 
28 3679.483 
1 5848.980 
26 3595.566 
115 
74 
F 
2.635 
8.352** 
l.62T 
T!Jltr. 20 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE TOTAL TIME MEANS 
FOR 29 SUBJECTS IN FOUR VER.BAL PROBLEMS 
Source 
_!!~~!!n S~bJecta 
~itl!J.n SlJ:bJecta 
Structures 
structures x Subjects 
Languages 
Languages x Subjects 
Structures x Languages 
Structures x Languages 
x Subjects 
Total 
• p < .05 
••• p < .001 
SUm ot 
Squares 
1433642.061 
2568216.890 
75796.646 
331742.624 
1108700.072 
599550.548 
.448 
452426.552 
_y_. __ .._..._._ 
4001858.951 
Degrees ot Mean 
Freedom Square 
28 
87 
1 75796.646 
28 11847.951 
1 1108700.072 
28 21412.520 
l .448 
28 16158.091 
ll5 
75 
F 
6.397* 
.000 
~,.---------------------------------------------------1-6 ..... 
.ANALYSIS OF VARIAICE OF THE MEAN SPEED SCORE MEANS 
FOR 25 SU13JECTS IH FOUR VERBAL PROBLml.S 
-·--· -·------... -----==--·----·=.:----=-=----_-____ .. __ ::-::.:. ==== 
Source 
Sum ot 
Squares 
Degrees ot Mean 
Freedom Square 
···---·---·-----·--------------------
Betve_!!!. !3ubJecta 
Within Subjects 
Structures 
structures x BubJecta 
Languages 
Languages x Subjects 
stnucturea x Languages 
Structures x Languages 
x Subjects 
Total 
• p < .05 
.... p < .001 
319_94.354_ 
78l!68. 27Q. 
2898.842 
10870.793 
26404.268 
16527.171 
62.861 
21704.335 
110372.624 
24 
75 
l 2898.842 6.400• 
24 452.950 
l 26404.268 38.343••• 
24 688.632 
l 62.861 .010 
24 904.347 
99 
·-----·--------
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both varia'bles upou ann'el" ti111e, total time and uan apeed respectively. 
Ins:9f1tction ot the F1gurea makes apparent the results ot the atatiatical 
anslyses and indiaatee that the aignitioant ettecta ocaurred in the expected 
d:i.rection. 'l'hO logical t'ra.me iDTolvine; JION relationahips, atruot\IJ*e 35., and 
the mode or presentation uR!ng symbols to stand. tor objects. language B, go 
tog~ther with an increase in the •&n. value ot all time aeuurea. although the 
ditteren.cea relati'ff to language stand out u the moat significant. 
One exception is read.il.y noticeable. naael.y. the etteet ot structure on 
the length ot the u.sver period. 'i"be reapecti w Ji' ratio does not reach even 
the .10 level ot aipiticaace (r • 2.635, 4f • l, 28) u ahOWl'l in Table 19. 
Inspection ot tho profile• in Figure 9 iAdioat.ea that the IMHU\8 tor structure 
35 are lover than ·those tor structure 31, and. that nch ditterence ia more 
~ronounoed at tho level ot probleu Jll"•••nted in abstract languace. Since 
!there was no aignit1cant atru.oture-b;r-lan.guace interaction in aD1' cue. and 
the order ot preaentat.ion ot the probl.e• wu 31A, 31B, 42, 35.A and 35B. the 
ireaulta tor the &l'UIYer llA1' poHiblT be explained in teru at praot!ce ettect 
u.4/or in teru ot the pb&ee ot the copitiw proceae identifiable in the 
anewr period. 
In •Ul!l11!Lr'.Y· the result• of these anal.1'8••, u allovn in 'l'ablea 18 through 
21, .and Figures 8 through u. aubnantiate the hypotheai• ot ettect ot dif'-
ticult:r on t.he 1"irst question period. 1.e •• underetan41ng the pr:>bla., imd 
indicate a a1gnif'icant ettect. ot di.tticulty on total time, aeaa epeed aoore 
ud time to anaver aa vell. 
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For the discussion of the hypothesis ot consistency of rate ot work, the 
reader is referred to Figure 12. Similar to the approach followed by Rim.old! 
(1951), ve calculated tor each subject the mean, dtandard deviation and co-
. 
ettic!ent ot variation ot his mean speed scores throughout the problems. Then, 
the ob'ha.ined means were plotted against the respective coetticients ot varia-
tion. The rationale is that in tast subjects, higher speed tends to go to-
gether with a small coefficient of variation, while in slow subjects, mean 
variation ~ be high or low. Inspection ot Figure 12 shows that this is also 
the case in the present study. Notice that the lower the mean speed score, the 
speedier the subject. To determine whether consistency is related to problem 
solving ability, a rough selection was made ot those subjects who had followed 
at least one ideal tactic, one good tactic without irrelevant questions and at 
most, one good tactic with up to two irrelevant questions. It was assumed that 
these subjects represented a group ot good problem solvers. Identification ot 
the 12 subjects shoved that they were not necessarily the most consistent 
subjects in the vhGle sample. Although some indication ot consistency vaa founcl, 
the findings suggest that consistency does not bear a one to one relationship. 
with problem solving ability. 
As previously indicated, the study ot the relationship between rate of 
cognitive work as measured by the mean speed score, i.e., the mean of the 
interquestion periods, and the tempo variables vas preceded by a factor 
analysis ot the correlation matrix between the tempo tests. Thurstone's (1947) 
centroid method of factoring was used. The orthogonal solution was then 
rotated obliquely using hand graphical rotat~ons, until the criterion ot 
simple structure was met. The correlation matrix and the unrotated centroid 
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varj,ation Of thelf!ea,n speed .scores.on five problems 
for. e1ich:subJec~:i~rti::r 
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factor solution are presented in the Appendix aa well as the final rotated 
oblique solution, the matrix of transformation and the matrix of cosines ot 
the reference vectors. As expected, the three factors were recovered and once 
more the high reliability ot tempo measurements became apparent. 
Table 27 presents the correlations between the tour time measures on each 
problem and the tempo tests. The sign ot all the correlations is an artifact 
ot the scoring procadure: the lower the value ot a time score, the high~r the 
speed ot performance. Inspection ot the Table indicates that there are several 
signU'icant correlations, some of which are difficult to interpret. 
A significant relationship vu found between some ot the time measures in 
the problems and the reading tests. In problem 31A, mean speed score was 
related to Reading Literature. In problem 35B the first question was related 
to both the reading tests and total time to reading literature only. 
The other group ot significant correlations was tound between the tests 
representing large muscle movements and some measures ot mental speed in prob-
lems 35A and 42. All the correlations were negative. In the two problems 
parallel movement ot the arms was related to mean speed score and total time. 
In problem 42 alone, symmetrical movement ot arms was related to total time and 
the first question period, i.e., speed in understanding the problem. No 
explanation is tound tor these correlations. 
There was no signiticant association between measures ot mental speed and 
the tests representing the drawing tactor .in any ot the problems. 
p 
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TABLE 27 
CORRELATIONS OF MEAN SPEED SCORE (MSS), FIRST QUESTION (Q.l). , 
TOTAL TIME (TT) AND ANSWER (A) IN EACH PROBLEM, 
WITH TEMPO TESTS (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), PROBLEM SOLVING SCORE, (PSS) 
A.ND CORRECT ANSWER (cA) 
--- ... ___ ,. ·----··-· - --·-····- ... -~-~--·-·· ... ~-.-·----· ... ·-· ....... · .. _.._ __ ·--·--·-----·---·-·- --·--·----·--~ ... ··---~-------
-··-- ----··"-----··--·-·------·-·------·------·----"- - -- -·-------------
! l 2 3 4 5 6 PSS CA 
-----·- ~ .... ~-~--·-·.--·-~--· -·-- ,,, __ ~--·-- ·---~--.-· .. N'-"O'_• ... ·--·-·-·-·-··------ ...... --.·-· ~ .. ·-·-·· - ·-·--· ·-----~----·------
MSS ! 11 12 -29 -39* 22 22 -24 00 
3lA 
l 
Q.l l-17 
TT I 10 
I 
-15 
14 
-11 
-18 
-30 
-27 
01 
20 
04 
26 
-02 
-lT 
-47** 01 
A I 25 25 -04 05 19 23 -44• 03 
----·--:\issf-fia--·--3-0----··19-·----20 - ---27·-·- -21--·--·-:c,3-----··-~ 
3lB Q.l i-16 -08 -14 -08 10 -03 12 -01 
TT I 03 13 17 08 1 T 21 -12 00 
--· . -·iss r~~---- -~} ·-·--:r~---- --~--.. --~- ---~~ -· -~;.. ----~~-----
35A Q.l I' 01 03 -01 -08 -14 25 -13 17 
TT I 41• 21 -23 -06 06 24 -10•• 09 
A . 33 23 -31 -06 13 15 -68** . -03 
--·-- ··-- __ J. _______ ·- -·- --·--·------------··----·---···- -·-· -- --·-· ... -·-- ----· -· -----------·-
MSS 1 13 21 -15 -22 05 14 -15 -02 
Q.l ! 04 -14 -38* -47** -11 04 05 28 
I 35B 
TT I 11 05 -30 -37* -06 12 -19 -06 
A I 18 OT -21 -14 -35 13 -14 -43* 
-----Msst-37•-- -32-----02 ·----·---- o4 ____ u -----··25--------34----- ·--io __ _ 
I 
42 Q.1 I 21 -02 -33 
TT i 44• 49** -13 
-29 
01 
-24 
32 
15 
35 
15 
-32 
-09 
35 
A 20 36* -03 20 29 28 -38* 32 
--·-~~· ~-·--.. --,.,·--~·- ... ·---·-··-· .._..._ __ ... ___ .... _. __ ._, ___ , ____ ·--------·--·---- ... -.., ...... --·---·,-·--·----.-·····-·~"'--'-----· ... ----
• p < .05 
•• p < .Ol Note: Decimal points have been ommitted. 
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Table 27 also presents the point biserial correlations between time 
measures and correct answer. Correct answer is what many authors reter to as 
quality ot the response or accuracy ot solution to the problem. Only one 
signiticant correlation is observed, viz. , between answer time and correct 
ansver in problem 35B, indicating that correct ansvers are associated with 
high speed in the answer period at least in this problem. 
Finally, Table 28 presents the relationship between correct answers in 
~he ditterent problems as determined by using the phi coetticient. Problems 
31A and 35A are the only ones signiticantly related in this respect ( p < .001). 
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TABLE 28 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEl'f 
CORRECT ANSWER IN' DIFFERENT PROBLEMS 
31A 3lB 35A 35B 
-·-----... ~----- ---~- ... _,. -- --· -- ·-·'"--'"-- ---- __ " .. ~-------- ... ·---- _ ... _ ---... ----~~-.. - <> ~ -~--.~- ....... _______ , ____ " ______ _ 
3lA 
31B 32 
35A. 
35B 
42 
66••• 
17 
3l 
34 
06 
17 
33 
26 24 
------·-----.. -----·--- -,-·--···-···--· -----·---·-----------
••• p < .001 
Note: Dedmal points have been omitted. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
Since a great part ot the findings have been discussed already in the 
previous chJlpter, this section will deal with thliiioverall iiltegration of the 
results. 
The results ot the :present study seem to provide evidence in support of 
the major hypothesis. It vas proposed that there is a constant rate at vhich 
distinct steps occur in the cognitive process of a subject engaged in the 
solution of a problem. 
Studies bearing on the relationship between speed and intellectual ability 
have used a variety of measures tor rate and altitude. Among others, the work 
of Bennett (1941) represents a standard approach to the -problem. She defined 
a speed or rate score on the basis of average amount of time spent on items 
done correctly in a speed test ot intelligence. Her altitude measure was the 
score obtained in the same test vhen all time limits vere removed. The 
altitude score, as is usually the case, vas based on the items solved 
correctly. 
The approach tollowed in this study was independent of correctness of the 
tinal answer. The measure of ability, problem solving score, was based on the 
dynamic aspect of thinking, the process , rather than on 1 ts end product, the 
final anawer. 
In the Rimoldi (1967, 1968) technique used in this study, the notion of 
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structure is the core. The subject is given e. problem that has a set structure 
upon vhich is superimposed various contents, and the process 18 recorded 
directl.y as he te.kes each step in bis structuring activity. 
Accordingly, using Rimol.di's technique tor the characterization or problem 
solving processes, various units ot performance were defined, vhich corres-
ponded to the asking of' questions and giving the answer to the pZJOblem. A 
distinction should be made, howeTer, between those units or periods e.s pre·· 
viously defined. It vas assumed that the processes involTed in the different 
periods. although related to one another, were not necessarily the same. 
In the first question period, reading and viewing the problem were implied. 
This involves reading the questions, associating them with the problem, and 
sorting them as to the relevant or irrelevant information they might provide, 
and deci1ion on which question to ask first. This last step may include, 
among efficient problem solvers, decision on the complete tactic to be 
followed so as to reach the solution of the problem. The first question period 
would seem to be best characterized by the ''relation of likeness" ••• which 
nm&k.es possible the extension or conceptual thinking to levels of high com-
plexi t;y'' (Rimoldi, 1951). 
The tolloving periods, interquestion period.a, imply incorporation ot the 
intormation supplied by the answer to the previous question, assimilation and 
association ot this to previous inf"ormation, and decision on Which questions to 
ask next. Viewing all the interquestion periods as a whole, i.e., a.s ~ 
question period in the solving process. it would seem that although analysis 
and synthesis are involved, the process is mainly analytical. Therefore it may 
be characterized as centered upon discovering relationsbipa and educing cor-
relates in Spearman's sense (1927). 
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In turn, the anaver period seems to be primarily one ot grand 1;rntheais ot 
all ihe int'ormation, involving the ability ot ''bringing the parts together into 
a meaningful solution" and perceiving the ''relations neeeeeary tor the con-
struction ot a whole." (Rimoldi, 1951) Related. to the synthetic, Rimold.i (1951 
found a tactor ot plasticity, interpreted as the capacity ot bringing together 
eont'licting _q_~~~!-1-ts, and probably related to person&l.ity. Plasticity is al.so 
[present in the "relation ot likeness and its opposite", though to a lesser 
iextent. 
It the inference from time to process is valid, the results ot the 
ianalyses ot tbe period means in tbe various problems indicate that the pro-
~esaes involved therein are ditterent. 
The temporal characterization ot the periods, when studied in ea.ch of the 
t>roblems. showed that the interquestion,~periods did not ditter among them-
llSel vea, either considering the total suple. or subgroups ot subjects differing 
tn their approach to the problem. The findings support the major hypothesis ot 
t;hia study and suggest that: it it is at the level of proceaaea that are mainly 
llLDalytical that constancy is tound, any appreciation of ''cognitive tempo" 
should be baaed on the analytical phase ot cognitive activity. 
other hypothesis of the stud:;y was posited basically to estimate the ettect 
)f problem solving a.bility on the time scores ot the experimental periods. On 
~he basis of research tinflings reported in the literature, it was expected that 
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subjects using a more parsimonious approach would be taster. According to the 
tactic tolloved in a specific problem, the subjects were divided into 11 ideal 1', 
11good 11 , and r'badri groups tor that p;t'o:.ilem. The results of the analyses ot the 
data, as summarized in Table 16, subeta.ntiated the hypothesis in the predicted 
direction. It was also found that regardless ot difficulty of the problems, 
the group profiles were similar and could be considered as parallel to each 
other. Inspection ot Figures 3 through 6 indicates that the profile t"or the 
different groups follow the same general trend in all the problems. However, 
the profile tor the "ideal" group shows smaller means than the remaining groups 
for the interqueation times and a sudden decrease in time at the anner period. 
As regards the tirst question, the mean tor the ''ideal" group is higher in 
problems 31, but lover in problems 35 than the respective mean tor the ''good" 
group. This general trend appears consistently throughout the problems. It 
seems to be pointing to a true ditterence between time scores at different 
levels of problem solving ability. The paucity ot number of subjects in the 
''ideal" groups tor the two problems vith abstract language, 31B and 35B, makes 
~mpossible any comparison betveen 11ideal'' and ''good" groups beyond the concrete 
0..anguage problems. 
Further inspection ot Table 16 shows that whenever a comparison was made9 
lthe over-all signi:ticant difference between the "good" &nd the ttpoor" group in 
~ach problem was mainly due to the dit'terence in the answer period. 
Inspection or the correlations in Table 27 may clarity these findings. In 
problems 31A and 35A, total time to solve the problem and time to give the 
~swer are significantly related to the problem-solving score. A similar re-
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ot both components ot ditticulty. 
The findings support the hypothesis Ot the ettects ot ditticulty upon time 
to understand the problem and suggest that while the analytical phase of the 
process is attected by the complexity of the logical relationships and the 
language, the phase o:t synthesis inTolved in the answer period, is selectively 
attected only by the language used. Since people vary as to their handling ot 
sets ot abstract symbols, ability vhich is probably related to "plasticity", 
their pertormance in problems ot the B type is unequally e.f'f'ected. This may 
partially explain the vanishing ot correlations found in the concrete-language 
problems , vhen the :gertormance in abstract-language problems is considered. It 
the reasoning that the question period and its measure~ the mean speed score, 
represent an index ol the mental tempo of the subject is correct, then it vould 
be justifiable to say that mental tempo is affected in a selective way by the 
structure ot the problem and its language. 
It the assumption regarding the type ot processes mainly involved in each 
experimental. period is valid, the results would indicate that the component ot 
the synthetic process, which is attected b;y difficulty ot the problem. is the 
same. that is sensitive to problem solving ability. It is suggested that this 
component is the analytical actiTity involved in ,.the ability ot bringing the 
parts together into a meaningtul. solution" (Rimoldi t 1951). It is present to 
a leDSer extent in the pertormance ot easy tasks and to a greater extent when 
!the problems become more ditticult and complex. .M the tasks grow harder, the 
influence ot speed seems to be independent ot cognitin ability and the 
significant relationship tound in the low ditticulty problem.a disappears. 
Concerning the relationship between tempo variables and speed ot mental 
procesaes. it would be ot interest to pertorm a tact.orial study using a greater 
variety ot probleDUI and tempo teats. The negatiTe correlation between some 
measures ot speed in the problems and te1ta representing large muscle movements 
are in line with Rimoldi'a (1951) tindings. This author tound a negative 
correlation ot speed ot cognition with two tactor1, namely, speed ot large 
muscle lllO'Yements and speed ot amall muscle movements, "indicating a split in 
speed ot pertorma.nce tor motor versus non-motor acti'Yities.n 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The purpose ot this stud.7 was to determine whether a relationship exists 
between tempo and complex cognitive processes involved in problem solving 
behavior. Thirty female subjects were divided into groups according to their 
performance on the Rimoldi problems. Measures ot time were taken everytiM the 
subject asked a question and when he gave the answer. The results were 
analyzed and indicated the to.lloving: 
1) The rate at which the subject asks questions is constant tor a given 
problem, independent ot his p;"Oblem-solving ability and the ditticulty of the 
problem. 
2) The first question period, "understanding" or viewing the problem, 
stands aa significantly ditterent trom the rest ot the periods. 
3) For a given problem, the pattern o'f time performance is similar in all 
groups ot subjects. 
ii) Subjects using a more parsimonious approach are significantly taster 
in the answer period. 
5) Structure and l.&nguage of the problem attect significantly the first 
question period, rate of work and total time. 
6) The answer period is attected by language only. 
T) There is no interaction between structure and language regarding 
their ettect on the first question period, mean speed, answer period and 
total time. 
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8) Only at a low level of' difficulty a relationship vas found between 
speed and problem-solving ability. The correlation was significant in: 
a) problems presented in every day language, regard.leas of' structure, 
when speed is measured as a function of total time a.nd time to answer; and 
b) in the figure problem. regarding time to answer. 
9) There was no significant relationship between any measure of speed 
and problem solving ability in d.itf'icult problems with difficulty defined as 
a tunction of language. 
10) There were some significant correlations between time measures in the 
problems and tests representing large muscle movements and reading or 
perceptual speed. 
11) Indication of consistency of' speed was f'ound. 
---
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Appendix A 
TABLE 22 
MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN Tl!MPO TESTS 
=----=-----._-----------=----··----=-----·-..::.....-___ -----. -·-------·-..:::::=..::::_______ .-::-::·=· _:=_; ====== 
! 
l 2 3 5 6 
_____ ...,.._ __ .... ___________ ~-~-···----... --.. --···-----· .. --....--------·-....... ----
' 
' 1 
' : 
i 
2 I 65 
; 
3 ~ -06 26 
i 
4 ! 
-09 35 69 
5 I 24 33 08 18 
6 I 13 ! 23 02 43 39 
_ _.__ __ 
- - ---.--,-·-----------·~ 
TABLE 23 
CENTROID FACTORIAL MATRIX 
----·----------~---.=:::::========-=-=--=-:.·-: -=--::::--:-.;::-::.::··-;::::_.::;:::::::-·:::.-==-===-.::::::....:.:::::::::·----=--=--=· 
\ Variable 1 I 
:ractor 
II III 
-----------"--t------·----------------·----------------·------
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
l 
I 
l 
I 
! 
45 
76 
50 
10 
47 
50 
57 
25 
-55 
25 
13 
41 
34 
17 
-17 
-22 
----------~----·-----·--·---~-.. -... ____ .. _ . .._, ____ ,. ___ ..... _____ ..... _-~-----------11 
Bote: Decimal points have been omitted. 
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TABLE 24 
ROTATED FACTORIAL MATRIX 
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-·-----~-,--..,~-----------------·~--······--- -·- _.,,....,..,.._,__ ....... _____ ., ___ .... _. ___________________ :.:: __ = .. :::-=-.===::t 
----·--··--·--·-------··· ----···-- ·-- ·-----·· .. -·---·--·----·'Fe:ctor _______ _ 
Variable A B c 
·- -- -'··---·-·---i----····--·-- -·---·-·-----·--------·--·- -····-------.. --.~-- -------------·-------
1 78 -22 -22 
2 13 19 05 
3 07 83 -18 
4 
-05 77 22 
5 17 -04 44 
6 -12 02 69 
TABLE 25 
FINAL TRANSFORMATION MA.TRIX 
A B c 
-------~·· ... ·-------..... ··----~--·--·- .. ·---·--... 
II 
III l 76 
46 
-87 
18 
35 
32 
-88 
-- -----------l----------·--·----·-------------·---.. ·-·--------.. ------··"--·-··-·-
TABLE 26 
MATRIX OF COSIIES OF REFEREMCE VECTORS 
__ , .. .,,,._,. __ .. ,,.... ______ .....,_,_. ____ . ___ ~-----,---------·-··---·---------.. ------¥ ... ~ ... --·----K-...---.---
------.. ---··---------·-----------.. ---·-.. ___ ........ ---·-
--------L-------------~·---~----------!--·--·--.. _____ c --
1 
A 1.00 
B -0~ l.OO 
c I -36 -28 i.oe 
---~--.-----·-------,···---..... ____ ... ________ ,,. ___ .. _________ .., ________ .. --,---··--
Note: Decimal points have been omitted except in diagonals ot Table 26. 
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Appendix C 
Probl• 31 A 
John has 20 horses. There are black ra43e horses and white race horaea. 
There are black tarm horses and vhite tarm horses. I want you to tigure out 
how many black tarm horses there are? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Questions 
How DULnY horses does John ride! 
How many white horses does John 
have! 
Hov ll&llY' brown horses does John 
have? 
How Jll&ll1 white racing horses does 
John have'l 
Bow many black racing horses does 
John have? 
How many brawn racing horses does 
John ~aTeT 
How many white tarm horses does 
John have? 
How aany brown tarm horses does 
John have? 
How many horses 
How many ponies 
did John sell'l 
does John haveT 
Ideal tlactic: 2-5 
Solution:· 8 
Anners 
1. 10 
2. 7 
3. 0 
4. 5 
5. 5 
6. 0 
7. 2 
8. 0 
9. 0 
10. 0 
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Appendix D 
Problema 31 A 
Jos4~tiene 20 caball.os. H~ caballos blancos de carrera y caballos 
negros de carrera. Hay caballos blancos de tiro y caballos negros de tiro. 
Cutintos caballos negros de tiro tie ne Jose? 
Preguntas Respuestas 
l. Cu&ntos caballos cabal.gs. Jos't 1. 10 
2. Cu4ntos cabal.loa blancos tiene 2. 7 
Jos'1 
3. eu«intoa caballos marronee tiene 3. 0 
Jos'?_, 
4. Cuf.ntos caballos blancos de carrera 4. 5 
tiene Jos6? 
5. Cumtoa caballos negros de carrera 5. 5 
tiene Jos~? 
6. Cwlntos caballos marrones de 6. 0 
carrera tiene Jos~t 
7. Cu4ntos caballos blancos de tiro 7. 2 
tiene Joe~? 
8. euantos caballos marrones de tiro 8. 0 
tiene Jos(§? 
9. Cuqtos caballos vend!~ Jos~? 9. 0 
10. Cutintos cabe.llos percherones tiene 10. 0 
Josf'l 
lo6 
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PJ'obl• 31 B 
We have 50 objects called C. There are tvo kinda ot C's. One kind is 
called B; the other kind ia called G. Any B can be an R or a T, and any G 
can be an R or a T. No B can be a G, and no R can be a T. Will you tind 
out how many ot the G objects a.re also called TT 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Questions 
Bow many K's are theref 
How many R objects are aleo 
called G'l 
How many T objects are also 
called BT 
Bow many N objecta are theret 
How much is IC times Ct 
Are there more G than B objectaT 
How many R objects are there! 
Are there more R objects than 
T objectsT 
Are there any objects called M? 
How many R obj ecta are alao called :8'1' 
Ideal Tactic: 7-3 
Sol.ution: 5 
Answers 
l. ll 
2. 15 
3. 10 
4. 10 
5. 550 
6. No 
1. 35 
8. Yea 
9. No 
10. 20 
Appendix F 
Problems. 31 B 
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Tenemos 50 objetos llamados C. Hay dos clases de C: una de las claaea 
se llama B y la otra clase se llama G. Cualquier B puede ser R o T y 
cualquier G puede ser R o T. Ninguna B puede ser G y ninguna R puede ser T. 
CU4ntos objetos G aon tamb14n Ti 
Preguntas Respuestas 
1. Cu4ntas K hay? 1. 11 
2. ~tos objetos R son Tamb14n Gf 2. 15 
3. Cueto• objetos T son tambi4n BT 3. 10 
4. Cubtos objetos N hayf 4. 10 
5. Cu«nto es K multiplicado por C? 5. 550 
6. Hay d8 objetos G que objetos Bf 6. No 
7. Cuibtoa objetoa R hay? 1. 35 
8. Hay md'.a obj etos R que objetos T? 8. S! 
9. Hay objetos llamad.os Mt 9. No 
10. Cu4ntoa objetos R son tambi'n Bf 10. 20 
Appendix G 
Problem 35 A 
Joe and his two triends Peter and Mark went to the store to buy" some 
108 
marbles. F.ach one ot them bought some green ones , some red ones, and some 
blue ones. Altogether they bought 45 marbles. How many blue marbles did 
Questions Answers 
l. Hov many green marbles did the l. 15 
three ot them buyf 
2. Row many red marbles and green 2. 10 
marbles did Peter buy't 
3. Did they use the marbles right 3. Yes 
awqt 
4. How many green marbles did Mark 4. 5 
buy"t 
5. How many red marbles did Peter 5. 5 
buy? 
6. Did Peter buy more marbles than 6. No 
Joe? 
7. Are the red marbles larger than 7. lo 
the green ones? 
8. How many blue marbles did Joe and 8. 10 
Peter beyt 
9. Did they buy anything else besides 9. Bo 
marbles? 
10. How many red marbles did the three 10. 15 
ot them buy't 
Ideal Tactics: 1-10-8 and 10-1-8 
Solution: 5 
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Problema 35 A 
Juan. Pedro y Santiago tueron a comprar bolitas. Cada uno de ellos 
compr6 al.gunas verdes , otras roj as y otras asulea. Los tres Juntos compraron 
45 bolitas. Cu'1ltas bolitas azules compr6 Santiago? 
Preguntas Respuestas 
l. Cu'1ltas bolitas verdes compraron los 1. 15 
tres ,funtos? 
2. Cu~tas bolitas rojas y bolitas verd.es 2. 10 
compr<S J'edro en total? 
3. ~ntas bolitas amarillas comprd Juan 'l 3. 0 
4. ~tas bolitas verdea compr6 Santiago? 4. 5 
5. Cu~tas bolitas rojas compr6 Pedro? 5. 5 
8; Compr6 Pedro m'8 bolitas que Juan? 6. No 
7. Son las bolitas rojas ~ grandes que 7. No 
las Verdes? 
8. C\lUtas bolitas azules compraron Juan 8. 10 
y Pedro? 
9: tQ.f compraron a mis de las bolitaa'l 9. Nada m'8 
10. ~tas bolitas rojas uompraron los 10. 15 
tres Juntos? 
Appenaix I 
Problem 35 B 
llO 
We have three kinda ot T objecta. One kind is called M, another kind 
is called li, and another kind is called P. Further, each M, N, or P can 
also be called either a Q, an R, or an S. Altogether there are titty objects. 
How many ot the B objects are also called St 
l. 
2. 
3. 
1t. 
5. 
6. 
T. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Questions 
How many Q objects and R objects 
are called Pt 
How many M objects and P objects 
are also cal.led St 
Are there more Q objects than 8 
objects! 
How many H objects are called QT 
How many objects are called QT 
How many M objects are culled A? 
How many objects are called RT 
Are there more P objects than 
R objeciaT 
How many objects are called KT 
How many P objects are also 
called Rt 
Ideal Tactics: 
Solution: 
l-10-8 and 10-1-8 
5 
Answers 
1. 15 
2. 5 
3. Yea 
4. 5 
5. 25 
6. 0 
7. 15 
8. !es 
9. 0 
10. 5 
Appendix J 
Problem& 35 B 
Hay tres clase& de objetos T. Una de las clases se llama M, otra claae 
se llama N, y otra clase se llama P. Cada M, N, o P puede ser una Q, una R, 
o una S. Hay 50 o!?_Jetos en total. Cu.4ntos objetos N son te.m.bi'n S? 
Preguntas Respuestas 
1. C'UMtos objetos Q y objetos R son P? 1. 15 
2. CuMtos objetos M y objetos P son St 2. 5 
3. Hqms objetos Q que objetos 8? 3. S! 
4. ~tos objetos N son Q? 4. 5 
5. ~tos objetoa son QT 5. 25 
6. CuMtoe objetos M son At 6. 0 
7. ~toa objetos son RT 1. 15 
8. Hay us objetos P que objetoa RT 8. 8! 
9. Cu4ntos objetos son KT 9. 0 
10. Cu'1ltos objetos P son Rt 10. 5 
ll2 
Appendix IC 
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Appendix L 
Problem 42 
ll3 
This figure is composed ot 24 areas. The numbers in the areas are merely 
tor the purpose ot identitying a particular area and have no bearing on the 
solutions ot the prpblem whatsoever. 
One ot the areas has been selected. Your task is to discover the se* 
lected area. You may diacover this area by using any of the questions you 
like to arrive at the anawer. 
Que at ions 
l. Is it above the unbroken curve linef 
2. Does tt have 2 curved lines or borders? 
3. Ia it to the right ot the vertical curve line? 
4. Does it have 2 continuous straight lines and 
2 broken linea as borderaf 
5, Does it liave 2 broken straight line borders? 
6. Does it have any combinations ot 2 broken and 
2 curved sideaf 
1. Ia it below the dotted vurve line? 
8. Does it have 3 continuous straight lines and 
1 b~oken straight line aa borders? 
9. Does it have a broken curved li4e as a border? 
10. Does it have at least 1 continuous straight 
line and 2 continuous curved lines as borders? 
Ideal Tactic: 3-1-5-8 
Solution: 23 
Ansver 
l. No 
2. No 
J. Yes 
4. No 
5. No 
6. No 
1. Bo 
8. No 
10. No 
Appendix M 
Problema 42 
La figura est& compuesta de 24 areas. Los nUm.eros en las «reas sdlo se 
utilisan para identi:ficar las mismaa y no tienen conexidn c,~ l& aoluci<Sn del 
problema. Se ha seleccionado una de las '1-eas. Su tarea consiste en 
descubrir cuil es el '1-ea selecionada, 9!!. pleando las preguntas que Ud. Deaee 
para arrivar a la soluc16n. 
Preguntas Respuestas 
l. Eat' arriba de la l!nea curva contin\la? l. .No 
2. Tiene de bordes 2 l!neaa curvas? 2. No 
3. Eat' a la derecha de la l!nea c\ll"V'& 3. sr 
vertical? 
4. Tiene de bordea 2 l!neas rectas conti- 4. No 
nua.s y 2 l!neas punteadas? 
5. Tiene 2 bordes rectos punte&doaT 5. No 
6. Tiene alguna combinaci6n de 2 bordes 6. No 
punteados y 2 bordes curvos? 
7. Eat' debaJo de la l!nea curva punteadat 1. No 
8. Tiene de bordea 3 l!neaa rectas conti- 8. Ifo 
nuas y una l!nea recta punteada? 
9. Tiene un borde curvo punteadot 9. No 
10. Tiene al menos un borde recto 
continuo y 2 bordes curvos continuoat 10. No 
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